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Abstract 
Quantification of flooding risk in urban areas is necessary as a decision-making 
support to stakeholders and policy-makers. It can also be effective in reducing 
the gap between perceived and quantified risk, in short- and long-term. The 
present work focuses on long-term flood risk assessment in urban areas in 
meso- and micro-scale. The meso-scale assessment may address an entire city; 
meanwhile, the micro-scale assessment covers smaller areas such as a 
neighborhood. This Ph.D. thesis is developed in line with the progress of the 
European FP7 project Climate Change and Urban Vulnerability in Africa 
(CLUVA). The flood risk assessment procedure is developed specifically for 
risk assessment in the African urban context. In the micro-scale, special 
attention is given to risk assessment for the informal settlements (i.e., non 
engineered construction). The informal settlements, which can be viewed as a 
direct product of rapid and un-programmed urbanization, are particularly 
vulnerable to flooding. They are often located in potentially flood-prone areas 
and are constructed without formal engineering criteria. The application of the 
methods adopted and developed in this work is demonstrated for various 
urban contexts in Africa. Meso-scale applications are presented for cities of 
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia), Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) and Ouagadougou (Burkina 
Faso). Detailed micro-scale flood risk assessment has been carried out for the 
urban informal settlements in the neighborhood of Suna in Dar es Salaam. A 
micro-scale flood hazard assessment has been performed also for the informal 
settlements located in the neighborhood of Little Akaki in Ethiopia. 
 
The flood risk assessment problem can be sub-divided into three main 
components, namely, hazard, vulnerability and exposure. Two different 
approaches are adopted herein for flood risk assessment in the micro- and 
meso-scale, respectively.  
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The micro-scale flood hazard assessment procedure leads to the calculation of 
the inundation profiles --maximum flood height and velocity for each node 
within a lattice covering the zone of interest-- for different return periods. This 
is done, herein, based on both historical rainfall data and future climate 
projections for the precipitation. The relationship between flood height and 
velocity at a given point is approximated by a power-law relation. This way, 
only the flood height is going to be used as an interface variable for calculating 
flooding risk. Meso-scale flood hazard assessment in this work is based on a 
geo-spatial dataset  of potentially flood prone urban areas, called the 
Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) map. In this approach, the flood-prone 
areas are identified by a TWI larger than a certain threshold. A GIS-based 
Bayesian parameter-estimation method is developed herein in order to 
estimate the TWI threshold based on the inundation profiles calculated for one 
or more micro-scale spatial windows. This Bayesian method is also used to 
estimate the TWI threshold based on the areal extent and delineation of 
flooding  in previous flooding events. 
 
Flood vulnerability assessment can be regarded as the back-bone of this work. 
An efficient Bayesian and simulation-based algorithm is developed for the 
assessment of the vulnerability of a class of buildings to flooding. This 
Bayesian algorithm is based on assigning prescribed analytic uni- and bi-
modal probability distributions for characterizing the structural fragility 
functions. This allows for efficient calculation of structural fragility based on a 
small number of (around 20-50) Monte Carlo simulations. The fragility 
calculations, for each of the three limit state defined in the procedure, are 
performed on a bi-dimensional finite-element structural model considering the 
openings (door and windows) constructed using the open-source software 
Opensees. This vulnerability assessment procedure takes into account the 
various sources of uncertainty due to building-to-building variability in 
construction geometry and detailing, and lack of complete knowledge about 
material mechanical properties and about characteristics of flood action 
(loading). The uncertain parameters considered in this work are classified into, 
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discrete binary variables (logical statements) and continuous uncertain 
variables. The uncertain parameters are characterized by employing various 
data acquisition tools and methods, such as, orthophoto recognition, building 
survey, laboratory tests for material mechanical properties and literature 
survey. Vulnerability of the class of buildings to flooding is represented herein 
through the robust fragility curves, calculated as the statistics (16th, 50th and 
84th percentiles) of the set of plausible fragility curves, calculated by 
considering the above-mentioned sources of uncertainty. 
 
Flood risk assessment in this work is developed both in meso- and micro-scale. 
The meso-scale flood risk assessment leads to the identification of urban 
flooding hot spots and the evaluation of exposure to risk. Arguably, 
identifying the urban flooding hot spots is one of the first steps in an 
integrated methodology for urban flood risk assessment and mitigation. In this 
work, three GIS-based datasets are employed for identifying the urban 
flooding hot spots for residential buildings and urban corridors (i.e., urban 
roads wider than 15 m). This is done by overlaying a map of potentially flood 
prone areas (Topographic Wetness Index, TWI), a map of residential areas and 
urban corridors (extracted from a city-wide assessment of urban morphology 
types (UMT)), and a geo-spatial Census dataset. For different statistics of the 
TWI threshold (e.g. MLE estimate, 16th percentile, 50th percentile), the map of 
the potentially flood prone areas is overlaid with the map of urban 
morphology units identified as residential and urban corridors in order to 
delineate the urban hot spots for both urban morphology types. Moreover, 
information related to population density is integrated by overlaying geo-
spatial Census datasets in order to estimate the number of people affected by 
flooding. Differences in exposure characteristics are also assessed for a range of 
different residential types.  
 
In the micro-scale, flood risk assessment for a single-class portfolio of buildings 
is performed by point-wise integration of flooding hazard and the robust 
fragility curves. Various risk metrics are adopted in this work, namely, the 
mean annual frequency of exceeding a specific limit state, the annual 
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probability of exceeding a limit state,  expected number of casualties and 
expected replacement/reconstruction costs. The micro-scale flood risk 
assessment approach can be viewed as a linear and modular path starting from 
precipitation data (based on historical data/climate projections), to flood 
hazard assessment based on analysis of the hydrographic basin, to simulation-
based portfolio (class) vulnerability assessment, finally leading to the 
assessment of flooding risk. 
 
A GIS-compatible computer platform with Matlab®-based graphical user 
interface is developed in this work: VISK, "Visual Vulnerability & Risk", 
flooding module. VISK basically mirrors the procedure for micro-scale flood 
risk assessment developed in this thesis.  This is done by performing detailed 
(micro-scale) flood risk assessment for building stock with more-or-less similar 
characteristics. The GIS compatibility allows for graphical processing of both 
input and output to the program, providing an efficient visualization of 
flooding risk. The results can be visualized both in a detailed building-to-
building scale (of potential interest to single house-holds) or as overall 
estimates for the entire area (of interest to policy makers). 
 
Keywords: Flood, Hazard, Fragility, Exposure, Risk Assessment, Bayesian 
framework, Flood prone, Topographic wetness index, Urban morphology 
types,  GIS, Informal Settlements, Africa 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hydro-meteorological or climate-related hazards, such as storms, 
droughts, floods and landslides, transform into natural disasters when they hit 
vulnerable areas. In the last decades, climate-related disasters alone accounted 
for between 70-90 percent of the natural disasters around the globe [1]. Only in 
the first semester of the 2012, 35% of natural disasters were related to floods, 
and accounted for the 62% total people affected and almost 10% of the total 
economic losses [2] due to natural disasters. Moreover, the rapid rate of 
urbanization leads to an increase the exposure to risk in urban areas. It is 
sufficient to highlight that around half of the world’s population lives in urban 
areas at present; by 2050, this ratio is estimated to rise up to around 70% [3]. 
One of the most significant consequences of the rapid urbanization process is 
the phenomenon of the squatter settlements also known as the informal 
settlements, shanty towns, and slums. Although they defer slightly in their 
definitions, these denominations all refer to generally poor standards of living 
and construction. This kind of construction, generally, can be seriously 
damaged by weather-related events since it is not covered by design standards 
or regulations. 
Furthermore, there is increasing evidence in the favor of a correlation 
between the climate change and extreme weather-related phenomena [4]. In 
this regard, assessment and prediction of the adverse effects of climate change 
on the frequency and/or intensity of extreme weather-related events and 
delineation of the potentially vulnerable areas are --undoubtedly-- important 
steps in an integrated climate change adaptation strategy. 
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1.1 Motivation 
The work presented in this thesis is developed in the context of the FP7 
project CLUVA (Climate Change and Urban Vulnerability in Africa). One of 
the project's goals is to define a methodology to quantify the climate-related 
risk in the African urban context. Special attention is dedicated to the urban 
informal settlements, which can be regarded as a direct consequence of rapid 
and un-programmed urban development. Moreover, these constructions are 
particularly vulnerable to climate-related hazards --due to both their location 
(usually built near rivers) and generally poor standards of construction. 
 
This study presented particular challenges with regard to: a) lack of 
complete information and b) study of unconventional types of buildings. A 
Bayesian probabilistic framework for flood risk assessment seemed 
particularly suitable for characterization of uncertainties; both with regard to 
lack of information and also as a means of taking into account the building-to-
building variability in construction detailing and geometry. 
 
The flooding risk (e.g., casualties, downtime, financial losses, ..., etc.), 
due to flooding) can be evaluated as the convolution of Hazard (H), 
Vulnerability (V) and Exposure (E). Flood risk assessment involves many 
different disciplines and fields of expertise (e.g., climatologists, meteorologists, 
hydrologists, hydraulic and structural engineers, GIS experts, risk analysts, 
etc.) and various data (e.g., topography, rainfall history, land use, geology, 
exposure, ..., etc.). In the recent years, increasing attention is focused on flood 
risk assessment. Indeed, several publications discuss the consequences of 
flooding, such as loss of life [5], economic losses [6-8] and damage to buildings 
[9-13]. These research efforts have many aspects in common, such as a direct 
link between the flooding intensity and the incurred damage, or the fact that 
they are based on real damage observed in the aftermath of the flooding 
events.  On the other hand, many research efforts are starting to galvanize in 
the direction of proposing analytical models for flood hazard and vulnerability 
assessment taking into account the various sources of uncertainty in this 
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problem. Nadal et al. [14] propose a stochastic method for the assessment of 
the direct impact of flood actions on buildings. A general methodological 
approach to flood risk assessment is embedded in the HAZUS procedures for 
risk assessment [15, 16]. Finally Apel et al. [17] have carried out a 
comprehensive study on the various scales of complexity and precision 
involved in the flood risk assessment. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
The general objective of this thesis is to contribute to the development of 
methods and tools for urban flood risk assessment with particular attention to 
non-engineered structures --referred to also as informal settlements. To achieve 
this general objective, attention was focused on specific issues related to the 
three basic elements of the risk assessment: hazard, vulnerability and 
exposure.  
The first objective of this thesis is create quantitative methodologies and 
tools as decision-making support to the policy-maker and to stakeholders, for 
the long-term urban planning and, potentially, for the short-term emergency 
management planning. 
The second objective is reduce the gap between the perceived and the 
quantified risk by laying out a quantified risk assessment procedure. 
Arguably, disseminating the outcomes of a quantified risk assessment 
procedure to a wider audience can contribute significantly in raising the level 
of public awareness. 
 
 
1.3 Scope 
This scope of this thesis can be laid out from many different aspects: the 
level of precision (accurate or approximate), the temporal scale (short- or long- 
term) and the spatial scale (meso- or micro-scale). Figure 1.1 below lays out a 
schematic representation of the scope and various working scales considered 
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in this thesis. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 - Scales of work considered 
 
The bi-scale framework, emphasized in the title, refers to the spatial 
scale. As it will be described in the following, the level of accuracy of the 
methods adopted is closely related to the spatial scale of the problem. In 
particular, the more accurate methods are employed for flood risk assessment 
in the micro-scale (e.g., a neighborhood). Meanwhile, the less accurate methods 
are employed for flood risk assessment in the meso-scale (e.g., an entire urban 
area). As far as it regards the temporal scale, the methodology and the 
instruments developed in this thesis are particularly useful for long-term 
strategic urban planning. Of course, they can be potentially useful in planning 
of emergency response.  
 
1.4 Products 
In this section various final products of this thesis are outlined. The order 
of presentation reflects the linear path from hazard, to vulnerability, and 
finally to risk:  
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1. Definition of a Bayesian meso-scale flood hazard assessment framework 
based on available information (e.g., classical micro-scale flood hazard 
assessment procedures, flooded areas in the past, etc.).  
 
2. Development of a Bayesian simulation-based method for assessment of 
portfolio vulnerability to flooding, with particular application for a single 
class of buildings (the informal settlements in a given neighborhood). 
These is used later on for point-wise micro-scale flood risk assessment for 
the zone of interest. 
 
3. Development of a GIS-based flood risk assessment methodology in the 
meso-scale. This involves overlaying three different geo-spatial datasets in 
order to take into account information related to hazard and exposure. 
 
4. Building a software platform and graphical user interface for micro-scale 
flood risk assessment for a mono-class portfolio of structures. 
 
  
1.5 Organization and outline 
This work presents an integrated modular probabilistic methodology for 
predicting the urban flooding risk on a detailed micro-scale (e.g., a 
neighborhood) and meso-scale  (e.g. city level), in a framework compatible 
with the Geographical Information System (GIS). 
This modular approach is reflected in the general organization of the 
work. The schematic diagram in Figure 1.2 illustrates the organization of the 
thesis into chapters. Moreover, this flowchart emphasizes the logical 
connections between different chapters. 
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Figure 1.2 - Reading path 
 
The thesis is divided into eight chapters, namely, the introduction 
(Chapter 1, the present chapter), basic concepts, definitions and data 
acquisition (Chapter 2), flood hazard assessment (micro-scale, Chapter 3), 
flood hazard assessment (meso-scale, Chapter 4), portfolio vulnerability 
assessment (Chapter 5), risk assessment (micro- and meso-scale, Chapter 6) , 
software platform development (Chapter 7),  and the final remarks (Chapter 
8).  
 
1.6 Case studies 
The application of the methodology and instruments developed in this 
thesis is demonstrated for different urban contexts within Africa. In particular, 
on the meso-scale (city-level), the three cities of, Dar Es Salaam (Tanzania), 
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) and Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) are studied (Figure 
1.3). In the micro-scale, a complete risk assessment procedure is carried out for 
the informal settlements in the neighborhood of Suna, Dar es Salaam. 
Flood Risk Assessment
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Micro-scale Flood Hazard Assessment
Meso-scale Flood 
Hazard Assessment
Micro-scale Flood 
Vulnerability Assessment VISK
Conclusions
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Moreover, micro-scale hazard assessment results are processed and presented 
for some informal settlements in the zone of Little Akaki in Addis Ababa. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 - The three African urban contexts considered in this thesis 
 
1.6.1. Dar es Salaam 
The city of Dar es Salaam (DSM) in Tanzania is located between latitudes 
6.36° and 7.0° to the South of Equator and longitudes 39.0° and 33.33° to the 
East of Greenwich. It borders Indian Ocean on the east and its coastline 
stretches about 100 km between the Mpiji River to the north and the Mzinga 
River in the south.  
The total surface area of Dar es Salaam city is about 1800 km2, 
comprising of 1393 km2 of land mass with eight offshore islands, which is 
about 0.19% of the entire Tanzania Mainland’s area. Administratively, Dar es 
Salaam City is divided into three municipalities and Districts of Kinondoni, 
Ilala and Temeke, with a total population of 2698651 according to the 2005 
population census. 
1.6.2. Addis Ababa 
Addis is the capital and the largest city in Ethiopia, with a population of 
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2739551 according to the 2007 population census. The city is situated in the 
high plateau of central Ethiopia in the North-South oriented mountain systems 
neighbouring the Rift-Valley. The city is overlooked by Mount Yarer in the 
east, Mount Entoto in the north and Mount Wochecha in the west.  
Several small streams originate in the mountains surrounding the city 
and flow into the metropolitan area of Addis Ababa. Torrential rains, which 
are common during the rainy season, cause a sudden rise in the flow of these 
streams and periodically inundate the settlements built along their banks. This 
problem is exacerbated by the large tracts of Eucalyptus plantations which 
inhibit sufficient undergrowth, by soil erosion and or drainage [18]. 
The flooding of August 2006 was the worst in Ethiopian history. It 
affected 363000 people and left approximately 200000 people homeless [19]. 
The final death toll is estimated at around 647 but the impacts on health and 
wellbeing are much larger. Lifelines were affected across the whole country. 
For instance, the telephone and power lines were interrupted and the main 
roads to Addis Ababa were blocked rendering the city inaccessible. Last but 
not least, the floods had a severe impact on urban agriculture, leading to 
widespread food shortages in one of the world’s poorest states.  
 
1.6.3. Ouagadougou 
Ouagadougou is the capital of the Burkina Faso, is placed situated on the 
central plateau (12.4° N 1.5° W) of the country. It has a population of 1475223 
peoples and covers an area of 219.3 km2. The city is part of the Soudano-
Sahelian area, with a rainfall of about 900 mm per year. The rainy season 
stretches from May to October. On September 1, 2009, an unprecedented 
deluge of rain hit the capital city of Ouagadougou and resulted in wide-spread 
damage (destruction of buildings and infrastructure). More than 25 cm of 
rainfall in 12 hours turned the streets of Ouagadougou into fast-flowing rivers. 
The infrastructure were severely affected as the floods cut off electricity, fresh 
water and fuel supplies.   
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Chapter 2  
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND DATA 
REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Riverine Flooding phenomena can be triggered by natural processes, 
such as heavy precipitation or snowmelt, or by the failure of man-made 
structures such as levees, dams, and drainage systems (in urban areas). The 
impact of flooding can be quantified in terms of depth, peak discharge, extent 
of area inundated, and volume of water flow. Floods vary in size and scale, 
ranging from minor waterlogged fields or briefly blocked roads to the total 
inundation and destruction of homes and other structures, and casualties. 
Catastrophic flooding events take place with a certain regularity over long 
periods of time (in the order of one to hundreds of years). Therefore, one way 
to classify the recurrence characteristics of a flooding event is in terms of its 
return period (TR). In evaluating inland river floods, the basic hydrological unit 
in river systems is the drainage basin, or catchment (i.e. the area that drains to 
any defined point along the river network). After a dry spell, rain-fall 
infiltrates into the upper layers of soil and rock and only a small amount of 
water runs off in the catchment. However, continuing rain may lead to 
saturation of the surface soil layers; and as a result, the volume of water will 
eventually exceed the amount that can be absorbed. At this point, surface 
runoff begins. The proportion of total rainfall that is transformed to surface 
runoff over a catchment is called the runoff coefficient. 
Surface runoff usually starts as sheet flow in which  water moves as a thin, 
continuous film over relatively smooth soil or rock surfaces and it is not 
concentrated into channels. As the volume of water increases, it forms tiny 
rills, then gullies, and then flows into small tributary streams. 
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The triggering of a flooding event is determined by many factors, such 
as: 
• the amount of prior rainfall, which determines the degree of soil 
saturation—referred to in this document as antecedent moisture condition; 
• topography of the drainage basin; 
• type of soil and land use; 
• intensity of rainfall. 
Extended wet periods during any season can leads to saturated soil 
conditions. In such cases, additional rainfall will shortly run off into streams 
and rivers. At some point, the run-off volume is going to exceed the river 
holding capacity and lead to flooding. 
At times, very heavy rainfall is followed almost immediately by a large 
run-off volume, despite highly pervious and dry soil conditions. This condition 
is usually caused when large volumes of rainfall take place in a short interval 
of time. Such bursts of extreme rainfall can produce spatio-temporally 
localized and devastating flooding events known as the flash floods. 
It is particularly challenging to create a mathematical model of flooding 
due to its spatio-temporal complexity and multi-stage triggering process. As a 
consequence, quantified flood risk assessment demands considerable amount 
of data and information. Hence, data acquisition plays a pivotal role in a 
quantified flood risk assessment framework. This cross-cutting chapter is 
dedicated to discuss the basic concepts and data requirements for a quantified 
flood risk assessment procedure. 
 
2.1 Historical rainfall data 
As defined before, the riverine flooding events are strictly connected to 
rainfall patterns. Therefore, the rainfall data time-series are essential pieces of 
information for determining the total flooding discharge. They can be obtained 
as pluviometer records from governmental organizations and/or internet 
sources (e.g., www.tutiempo.net and www.knmi.nl). It is desirable (as will be 
shown in Chapter 3) that the pluviometric data are available as precipitation 
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extremes (maxima) recorded over a range of time intervals. The rainfall 
maxima recorded for different intervals are used in order to construct the 
rainfall curve, also known as, the Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curve. 
The historical rainfall data, can be also used to evaluate the antecedent soil 
moisture condition. In hydrological modeling, antecedent moisture condition 
is usually associated with the pre-storm soil moisture deficit. This latter has a 
significant effect on the amount of rainfall drained by the river network and 
finally on the flooding potential of a rainstorm.  
 
2.2 Climate-Change projection rainfall data 
As mentioned in the introduction, there is increasing evidence in the 
favor of a correlation between the climate change and extreme weather-related 
phenomena [1]. In particular, the future climate patterns may manifest  
adverse effects on the frequency and/or intensity of extreme weather-related 
events such as floods.  
In compliance with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) scenarios [2], climate projections are evaluated using the General 
Circulation Model (GCM). A GCM is a mathematical model that simulates the 
general atmospheric and oceanic circulation over long periods of time using a 
specific formulation of the Navier-Stocks equation, discretized with spatial 
resolutions in the order of 100x100 km.  
As depicted in Figure 2., GCM is based on a rotating sphere whose key 
components are atmospheric (lands, mountains and atmosphere) and oceanic 
(oceans) GCMs. The energy sources (radiation, heat, etc.) of the sphere are 
expressed trough thermodynamical equations. The mathematical models 
works using as lattice the grid-boxes depicted in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 - The Global Circulation model [3] 
 
Ideally, GCMs can be used to produce long-term simulations for 
catastrophe modeling. However, for a realistic simulation of precipitation 
patterns, representing the vertical structure of the atmosphere as well as the 
effect of the terrain on atmospheric circulation, a model must have a resolution 
less than 100 km. This is not practical since the calculation time increases 
exponentially. Therefore, using a GCM for direct simulation of precipitations is 
not feasible. Moreover, the GCMs are based on simplified microphysics and 
may not provide a solid representation of precipitation in the mountainous 
areas [4].  
On the other hand, the application of a Regional Climate Model (RCM) 
with horizontal spatial resolution of 10x10 km can be useful for the description 
of the climate variability in the local scale. However, a RCM depends on the 
definition of boundary conditions that can be obtained based on the results of a 
GCM. 
Finally, through statistical downscaling it is possible to obtain 
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climatological data for finer spatial resolutions, in the order of 1x1 km. This 
provides the precipitation data necessary for comprehensive flood modeling.  
2.2.1. Climate projections used in this work 
The climate projections used in this thesis are provided by the CMCC 
(Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici). They have been obtained 
by following the IPCC 20C3M protocol for the 20th Century, using RCP4.5 and 
RCP8.5 radiative forcing scenarios developed in the framework of the 5th 
Coupled Model Intercomparison project [5]. 
The initial conditions have been obtained from an equilibrium state 
reached by integrating the model for 200 years with constant greenhouse gas 
(GHG) concentrations corresponding to 1950's. Once the climate model reaches 
equilibrium with the prescribed constant radiative forcing (GHG and aerosol 
concentrations), the simulations have been conducted by increasing the GHG 
and aerosol concentrations in line with observed data. 
CMCC has performed a set of climate simulations over the time period 
1950-2050 (spatial resolution 80 km) in the context of the FP7 project CLUVA 
(Climate Change and Urban Vulnerability in Africa). 
These simulations have been downscaled to a spatial resolution of 8 km, 
based on a non-hydrostatic RCM, developed considering the spatial extent 
covered by the urban area of interest. The results were further downscaled to a 
spatial resolution of 1 km in order to render them suitable for modeling of 
precipitation patterns.  
In this work, the climate projections based on the RCP8.5 scenario and 
down-scaled to 1km resolution are taken into account. This may be considered 
a worst-case scenario in terms of gas emissions and temperature increase. 
 
2.3 Geo-morphologic datasets 
Geo-morphologic spatial datasets (e.g., topographic maps, geology maps, 
land-use, ..., etc.) are fundamental data requirements in various stages of flood 
risk assessment. These datasets are described in more detail below. 
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2.3.1. Topography: The Digital Elevation Model 
Topography plays an important role in flood modeling. It is 
demonstrated that there exists a correlation in macro-scale between the terrain 
elevation and the annual accumulated rainfall [6]. Moreover, topography plays 
a key role in the surface runoff and catchment response time (i.e. the time 
between the peak rainfall and the peak flow discharge). Steeper catchments 
have higher runoff coefficients and response time. In addition, mountain rivers 
flow much more quickly with respect to rivers in lowlands. 
The typical instrument used to describe the topography of a generic 
hydrological domain is the Digitalized Elevation Model (DEM), that is a 3D 
digital representation of terrain's surface. A typical DEM representation is 
shown in Figure 2.2 for the city of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 
 
Figure 2.2- DEM of Addis Ababa (overlaid with the main water courses) 
 
The DEM is used in this work for two specific purposes: a) evaluation of 
a meso-scale hazard indicator (Topographic Wetness Index); and b) flood 
diffusion/propagation by employing a classical hydraulic routine. 
 
2.3.2. Geological dataset 
The geological dataset is generally presented as a geologic map, that is a 
special-purpose map trough which it is possible to show the soil's geological 
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features. 
The underlying geology and the dominant soil type of a catchment area 
are important factors in determining the quantity and proportion of the surface 
run-off. The infiltration capacity of the soil depends on both the soil type (e.g., 
its grain size distribution and porosity) and also the characteristics of the 
underlying water-bearing rock layers (e.g., porosity and thickness) --known as 
“groundwater aquifers.” Large groundwater aquifers act as large reservoirs in 
that they release --over long periods of time-- the infiltrated water after a 
storm. In this manner, they mitigate eventual river over-flow problems.  
Igneous rocks produced from lava or magma from earth’s lower crust 
(e.g., basalt and granite) have very low infiltration capacity unless they are 
heavily fractured. On the other hand, chalk and limestone, have high 
infiltration capacity to the extent that prevents rivers from forming. Sandstone 
and shale are the analogs of sand and clay consolidated to rocks over millions 
of years through the so-called process of lithification. Their infiltration capacity 
is usually low unless they are heavily fractured by subsequent geologic 
processes. 
The best way to quantify the effect of soil type and stratification on the 
quantity of surface run-off is by means of the runoff coefficient (described in 
Chapter 3), that expresses the proportion of total rainfall that is drained by the 
river network. This coefficient reflects the numerous possible combinations of 
soil types and the underlying geology. 
Generally the geological datasets are represented in form of GIS-based 
shape files or raster files with variable scale --between 1:1000 to 1:100000. In 
order to gain knowledge about subsoil stratigraphy, appropriate geological 
sections can be defined inside a geological spatial dataset. 
 
2.3.3. Land use maps 
The runoff coefficient, the catchment discharge, and the catchment 
response time all depend on the land cover. In forest areas, tree roots increase 
the infiltration of water by channeling it deeply inside the soil layers down to 
the ground water. This effect is less pronounced in areas covered by shrubs 
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and in pastures where the roots are much shallower. 
In urbanized areas, and in particular in large cities, the large percentage 
of paved areas may increase the runoff coefficient significantly. This is because 
smooth surfaces like asphalt and concrete generally have very low infiltration 
capacity. This leads to larger flood discharge and lower response time in urban 
areas. 
The land-use geo-spatial datasets can be found in GIS-based formats 
such as shape files and raster files. These land-use datasets/maps efficiently 
store the land cover type (e.g., green area, stone-paved, ..., etc.) for the spatial 
units considered. The resolution of the land-use maps may vary between 
1:1000 to 1:100000. 
 
2.4 Orthophotos and their by-products  
Photos of the terrain taken with special camera from an airplane are 
generally called aerial photos. Generally, these kind of photos are taken in a 
sequential manner with a constant time interval, so as to achieve a strip of 
photos. The orthphotos are obtained by assembling the photos strips together 
and removing the topographic and geometric distortion by means of an 
orthorectification instrument. The orthophotos, the same as the other geo-
spatial datasets, can be geo-referred in one of the many possible reference 
systems. 
Orthophotos are very useful means for remote planimetric data 
acquistion. In this thesis, orthophotos are employed in two alternative ways: a) 
(directly) for the micro-scale recognition of the buildings boundaries; and b) 
(indirectly) through the urban morphology types (described hereafter). 
 
2.4.1. Micro-Scale boundary recognition 
In this work, boundary-recognition based on recent orthophotos of the 
zone of study is employed in order to determine the plan dimensions of the 
buildings. As depicted in Figure 2.3, this helps in obtaining the buildings' 
dimensions in the zone of interest. 
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Figure 2.3 - Boundary recognition based on the orthophotos 
 
As  it will be demonstrated later, this boundary-recognition procedure is 
useful for obtaining information both for structural modeling and also for the 
estimation of the exposure (e.g., expected number of inhabitants, expected 
repair costs). 
 
2.4.2. UMT: Uniform Morphology Types 
Urban Morphology Types (UMTs) [7] form the foundation of a 
classification scheme which brings together facets of urban form and function. 
The UMT's are used to develop a geo-spatial dataset containing seamless 
polygons of UMT units. Each unit is associated with attribute information 
describing its class and its geometric properties. This geospatial layer provides 
complete and consistent coverage across the city having used an internally 
consistent process for unit delineation, data recording and coding. Linear 
features such as roads and rivers are usually used as the outline of UMT units, 
and they are matched with administrative units/zones whenever possible, e.g. 
for the boundary of the dataset, as shown in Figure 2.4 . 
 
L
B
i-th building
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Figure 2.4 - Mapping UMT units (b) using ortho-rectified aerial photography (source 
www.bing.it/maps) (a), an example in Addis Ababa. 
 
In order to build a UMT map, it is necessary to identify the various UMT 
classes for the specific urban area (e.g., farmland, transport, residential, etc.). 
The UMT classification is then subjected to a verification process in order to 
establish its suitability for the case-study area. The UMT classes can be 
detected through visual analysis of remote sensing data (ortho-rectified aerial 
photography) as primary method of applying the scheme [7, 8]. Furthermore, 
for each UMT class, typical images can be captured and kept for reference with 
a description of its characteristics. Finally, the dataset is going to undergo field 
verification and approval. Once a complete UMT layer has been created 
through the process of digitization, it can be combined with other datasets to 
produce spatial indicators.  
  
2.5 Census information  
Geo-spatial data-sets having Census information are fundamental 
sources of information for the estimation of exposure. These datasets can be 
used to obtain demographic information such as population density. 
For example, the data used for estimating the exposure for Addis Ababa 
in Chapter 4 are obtained from the Central Statistical Authority of Ethiopia, 
and are related to the population census made in 2007. For Dar es Salaam, the 
data are related to the population census made in 2007 realized by National 
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Bureau of Statistics of the Ministry of Planning Economy and Empowerment. 
 
2.6 Field survey  
Field surveys are useful means of laying out the spatial variation in 
building geometry and structural detailing within a class of buildings. 
Appendix A demonstrates the sample field survey form developed in this 
work for mapping out detailed geometrical configuration and construction 
details for the buildings. The building characteristics deemed particularly 
relevant for flooding vulnerability analysis are: wall thickness, height of the 
building, presence of barriers in front of the door, presence of raised 
foundation, quality of doors and windows (water-tight or not), dimension of 
and configuration of doors and windows, height of the barrier, and height of 
the raised foundation. As it will described in the next chapters, this work relies 
on a relatively small number of building surveys as opposed to exhaustive 
surveying of all the buildings in the zone of interest. 
 
2.7 Material properties  
Ideally, structural material properties should be obtained based on the 
results of specific laboratory tests. The laboratory tests mimic the construction 
materials and relevant techniques used in the field in order to evaluate 
material mechanical properties such as, the elastic modulus (E), the Poisson 
ratio (v), the compression strength (fm), the shear strength(τ), and the out of 
plane flexural strength (ffl). The laboratory tests can also be used to gain an 
estimate of deterioration due to elongated contact with water. In this work, 
existing literature results are used in lieu of case-specific laboratory tests. In 
particular, existing literature results are used to obtain the above-mentioned 
material properties for panels made up of sand and cement brick for studying 
the informal settlements constructed with cement-stabilized bricks in Dar es 
Salaam.  
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Chapter 3  
MICRO-SCALE FLOOD HAZARD ASSESSMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, the methodology employed to assess the flood hazard at micro 
scale level is described in detail. 
3.1 The rainfall curve 
This work employs rainfall scenarios for various return periods, also 
known as the rainfall curves or the Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curves. 
The rainfall curves are normally used, in lieu of sufficient data for direct 
probabilistic discharge modeling, in order to evaluate the peak discharge. In 
particular the IDF curve presents the probability of a given rainfall intensity 
and duration expected to occur at particular location. 
 
IDF curve, is a tool that characterizes an area’s rainfall pattern. By 
analyzing past and projected rainfall events, statistics of rainfall extremes 
recurrence can be determined for various return periods (TR) (e.g., 2, 10, 30, 50, 
100 and 300-yr). The annual extremes are usually obtained as maximum 
rainfall over a time-series --spanning over the whole year-- of extreme rainfall 
height values (in mm) calculated over time window duration d. The rainfall 
curve, corresponding to a specific return period, is calculated by fitting a 
suitable probability model to the extreme rainfall data. The IDF curves can be 
characterized by two or three parameters, as shown in the following 
expressions: 
 (3.1) 
 
( ) ( ), nr R Rh d T a T d= ⋅
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( ) ( )
( )
, Rr R c
a T d
h d T
b d
⋅
=
+
 (3.2) 
in which TR is the return period and a(TR), b, c and n are the parameters that 
have to be estimated through a probabilistic approach. In the present study, 
the power-law curves expressed in (3.1) have been used. Herein, a Gumbel 
probability distribution (belonging to the GEV family of distributions) has 
been employed, considering only the extreme events on a block fixed window 
[1] to fit the extreme rainfall data: 
( ) ( ){ }exp exp \r rP h h µ σ = − − −   (3.3) 
where P(hr) is cumulative distribution function (CDF) for hr. The two 
parameters v and u are related to the real mean (μ) and to the real standard 
deviation (σ) through the following equations: 
1.28
u
σ =  (3.4) 
 
0.577 0.45v v uµ σ= − ⋅ = − ⋅  (3.5) 
The inverse of CDF (3.3) can be calculated by calculating hr in terms of P(hr) 
and duration d: 
( ) ( ), ln lnrh d P Pµ σ  = − ⋅ −   (3.6) 
where hr(d,P) denotes the maximum annual flooding height calculated over a 
time window of duration d and exceeded with probability 1-P. Substituting 
(3.4) and (3.5), and introducing the variation coefficient CV equal to u/v: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1, 1 0.45 ln ln
1.28r
h d P v d CV d P   = ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ −     
 (3.7) 
Since the probability P is related to the return period TR, through  1-p=1/TR1,  
hr can also be expressed in terms of the return period: 
( ) ( ) ( ), 1r Rh d T v d CV d K = ⋅ + ⋅   (3.8) 
                                                     
 
1 This is an approximate relationship in which a rate is made equal to a probability 
value. This relationship is almost exact for small probability of exceedance (rate) 
events. 
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where  
1 10.45 ln ln 1
1.28 R
K
T
    = − + ⋅ − −   
     
 (3.9) 
where hr(d,TR) denotes the maximum annual flooding height calculated over a 
time window of duration d and exceeded with frequency 1/TR. The 
experimental evidence also shows that extreme precipitations have a physical 
property, known as scale invariance or self-similarity, so that the following 
relation holds: 
( ) ( ), / , ( )nr R r Rh T sf d h T d sf⋅ =  (3.10) 
in which sf is a scale factor and n is a parameter function of the location. This 
scale invariance implies the statistical self-similarity between the probability 
distribution of hr(d) and hr(sf∙d). As a result of the statistical self-similarity, 
v(d)=aμ∙dn, in which v(d) is the parameter of Gumbel distribution. Substituting 
the expression for v(d) in Eq. (3.8) one obtains the flood height as function of 
duration d and return period TR: 
( ) ( ), 1nr R m Th d T a d CV Kµ= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅  (3.11) 
Taking into account the general expression (3.1), the above equation can be 
written as:  
( ) ( ), nr R Rh d T a T d= ⋅  
Where a(TR) can be calculated as: 
( ) RR Ta T a Kµ= ⋅  
(3.12) 
where ( )1RT mK CV K= + ⋅ . RTK is generally known as the growing factor (as a 
function of TR). CVm denotes the mean CV over different durations d. 
Assuming that the coefficient of variation is quasi-invariable as a function of 
duration d, its mean value for the coefficient of variation denoted as CVm can 
be evaluated by the following expression: 
1
1 k
m i
i
CV CV
k =
= ⋅ ∑  (3.13) 
in which k is the considered duration --taken equal to 5 in this work (i.e.,  refers 
to d=1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours). 
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3.1.1. The rainfall curve based on incomplete historical event 
The maximum annual rainfall data calculated for a specific time window 
are not always available. In many cases (including the cases studied in this 
work), annual maxima are calculated over a 24 hour time window. 
 
In such cases, the annual (24hr) maximum rainfall is synthetically 
simulated for the missing (smaller) time-window durations. This involves 
generating synthetic sequences of rainfall for smaller time windows (e.g., 10’, 
30’, 1h, 3h, 6h, 12h), with statistical properties equal to that of the observed 
daily rainfall. In this work, two alternative temporal downscaling techniques 
are used in order to generate maximum rainfall values for the desired time 
windows. The short-time intensity disaggregation method [2] has been used 
for simulation of smaller time windows (i.e., 10’, 30’, 1h) and the random 
cascade-based disaggregation method [3, 4] has been used for larger time 
windows (i.e., 3h, 6h and 12h). 
 
3.1.2. Historical Data vs Climate Projections  
The IDF curves in this work are obtained based on: (a) historical 
pluviometric data; (b) downscaled results of a climate projection scenario (i.e., 
RCP8.5). In the first case, it is assumed that the historical climate trends are 
going to be valid also for future predictions. Meanwhile, in the second case, 
scenario-based climate projections are used to predict the future climate 
trends. 
 
3.2 Hydrographic basin model 
The hydrograph curve is the discharge (volume/time) plotted versus 
time. A schematic diagram of the procedure used for hydrographic basin 
modeling is illustrated in Figure 3.. As it can be observed, IDF curves, geologic 
and land-use information are used to characterize the hydrograph leading to 
the calculation of the discharge denoted by Q and the total water volume for 
different return periods (i.e., the area under the hydrograph). This information, 
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together with the topographic map of the zone of interest are used in a two-
dimensional diffusion model in order to generate the maps of maximum water 
height and velocity for each node of a lattice covering the zone of interest for a 
given return period (the flood hazard map). This procedure is described in 
more detail in the following. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 - Hydrographic basin modeling procedure 
 
3.2.1. Catchment area definition 
Catchment area characterization, which is done based on the topography 
of the zone, is one of the very first steps in hydrographic basin analysis. The 
catchment refers to the topographical area from which a watercourse, or a 
water course section, receives surface water from rainfall (and/or melting 
snow or ice). 
 
3.2.2. Hydrograph building 
Once the rainfall curve or the IDF curve has been characterized, a 
rainfall-runoff method must be applied in order to evaluate the hydrograph. 
The hydrograph refers to the flow discharge in the closure section of the 
catchment as a function of time and constitutes the input for the hydraulic 
diffusion model (Figure3.2). The area under the hydrograph is equal to the 
total discharge volume for the basin under study. For drainage-type 
d
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catchments --where water runoff cannot be directly measured-- the classic 
Curve Number Method (CNM) [5] seems to be suitable for modeling the 
hydrograph. The Curve Number (CN) value depends (among other factors) on 
the antecedent soil moisture condition (AMC) in the drainage catchment. In 
particular, there are three classes of AMC, namely, AMC I: the soils in the 
catchment are practically dry; AMC II: Average condition; AMC III: the soils in 
the catchment are practically saturated from previous rainfalls). In this study a 
CNII class corresponding to the average condition (AMCII) has been 
considered. 
 
 
Figure3.2 - The schematic diagram of a hydrographic basin 
 
In the framework of the CNM, the characteristics of the discharge 
hydrograph is evaluated using a unit Mockus [5] hydrograph depicting the 
discharge Q as a function of time. In particular for the evaluation of the 
hydrograph peak time tp (in hours) the following formula is considered: 
 
0.5p lt D t= ⋅ +  (3.14)  
where: 
- D is the rainfall duration (in hours, equal to the concentration time evaluated 
from Viparelli formula [6])  
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- tl is the catchment lag time (in hours), i.e. the time between the hydrograph 
centroid and the net rainfall centroid, equal to: 
0.70.8
0.5
1000.342 9l
Lt
CNs
 = ⋅ ⋅ − 
 
 (3.15)  
in which L is the length of the main channel (in kilometers) and s is the mean 
slope (as percentage). It can be noted that tp measures the response time of the 
catchment; that is, time elapsing from the beginning of rainfall to the 
maximum discharge in the basin closing section. 
 
3.2.3. Two-dimensional propagation model 
The characterization of the discharge hydrograph forms the basis for the 
identification of flood prone areas. In the next step, the flood discharge 
estimated by the hydrograph needs to be propagated through the zone of 
interest in order to delineate the flood prone areas for various return periods. 
In this work, flood routing in two dimensions is accomplished through the 
numerical integration of the equations of motion and continuity (dynamic 
wave momentum equation) for the flow. This has been accomplished by means 
of the commercial software FLO-2D ([7, 8]) which is a flood volume 
conservation model based on general constitutive fluid equations of continuity 
and flood dynamics. Such two-dimensional flood simulation is based on a 
digital elevation model (DEM) overlaid with the surface grid, aerial 
photography and orthographic photos, detailed topographic maps and 
digitized mapping. Such a detailed cartography is needed in order to identify 
the surface attributes of the grid system; for example, streets, buildings, 
bridges, culverts or other flood routing or storage structures. The principal 
advantages in using a two-dimensional diffusion model is that it can be 
applied in special cases such as, unconfined or tributary flow, very flat 
topography and split flow. 
 
3.3 Flood hazard curves 
The two-dimensional flood routing for a given surface grid in the flood 
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prone area, provides the values of maximum water height and velocity for all 
the nodes within a lattice covering the zone of interest, for a given return 
period. These results, referred to as the inundation profiles,  can be visualized as 
the maximum flood height/velocity maps for a range of return periods. 
Alternatively, it is possible to represent the results in terms of the flood hazard 
curves depicting the mean annual rate (or annual probability) of exceeding 
various flood heights/velocities for each node within the zone. In particular, 
the flood hazard curves for water height are denoted by λ(hf) that is the mean 
annual rate of exceedance (equal to the inverse of return period for a 
homogeneous Poisson process) of a given maximum flooding height hf at a 
given point in the considered area (e.g., centroid of a given building).  
 
 
Figure 3.3 - Graphical representation of the spatial interpolation for point G 
 
The hazard curves for a point within the zone of interest (identified as G 
in Figure 3.3) are extracted from the inundation profiles by performing a 
spatial interpolation between the flood height/velocity values at the nearby 
vertices (nodes) of the lattice grid containing the point in question. The 
flooding height and velocity vector denoted by H=[hmax,vmax] at a given point 
can be evaluated as follows: 
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1 2 4
1 2 4
1 2 4
1 1 1G
H H H
d d dH
d d d
+ +
=
+ +
 (3.16)  
where di denotes the distance to node i and Hi represents the flooding height 
and velocity vector for node i respectively. It can be observed in Eq. (3.16), that 
the flood height and velocity vector HG is calculated as the spatial weighted 
average of Hi; where the weights are equal to the inverse of the distance di. It is 
worth noting only the three closet nodes are taken into account in this spatial 
interpolation. 
 
3.4 Flood height as an intermediate variable 
In this work, the flood height has been used as the intermediate variable 
(i.e., a measure of the intensity of the flood) linking the hydrographic basin 
analysis and flooding vulnerability assessment of the portfolio of buildings 
(see the following sections). It should be noted that one could have also used 
the vector consisting of the maximum flood height and flood velocity pair as a 
link between flooding hazard and structural vulnerability. However, for the 
sake of tractability of calculations, it has been chosen to use the flooding height 
as the only interface variable. The flooding velocity for each point in the grid is 
then calculated from a power-law relation as a function of the flooding height. 
This power-law relation is characterized for each node within the lattice 
separately based on the results of flood propagation for the velocity/height 
pairs for various return periods. In particular, an analytical power-low relation 
of the form max maxbh a v= ⋅  is fitted by employing a linear regression in 
logarithmic scale to H=[hmax,vmax] pairs, for all the return periods considered. 
Figure 3.4 below demonstrates 3 different power-low fits performed for three 
different points within a given case-study area (Suna, Dar es Salaam City). 
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a)  b)  
Figure 3.4 - a) Hazard curves, b) Flood height versus flood velocity power-law 
relation 
 
It is worth re-emphasizing that this power-law fit helps in transforming 
an otherwise vector-based risk assessment using H=[hmax , vmax] as the 
hazard/fragility interface variable to a scalar risk assessment problem using 
only hmax as the interface variable. 
 
3.5 The case of Suna, Dar es Salaam  
As the case-study zone for micro-scale flood risk assessment in Dar es 
Salaam, the Suna subward (Figure 3.5) in the Kinondoni District has been 
chosen. Suna, located on the western bank of the Msimbazi river with an 
extension of about 50 ha, is a historically flood-prone area. The Msimbazi river 
flows across Dar es Salaam City from the higher areas of Kisarawe in the 
Coastal region and discharges into the Indian Ocean. 
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Figure 3.5 - The case study area and the portfolio of the buildings studied. 
 
3.5.1. The IDF Curve:  Histroical Data and Climate Projections 
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the rain-fall curve is calculated based on 
both historical data and a specific climate projection scenario. The historical 
rainfall data span from 1958 to 2010 and the climate projection is provided up 
to 2050. 
The historical rainfall data is obtained from a single meteorological 
station located in the DSM International Airport at 55 meter altitude from the 
sea level, 6°86’ latitude and 39°20’ longitude. Based on these recordings, the 
mean annual rainfall for DSM city is estimated at around 1110 mm. The IDF 
curve is obtained by following the procedure outlined in Section 3.1 and is 
characterized by the following relationship: 
( ) 0.25, 36.44
Rr R T
h d T K d= ⋅ ⋅  (3.17)  
The values of the growing factor 
RTK as a function of the return period TR 
are: K2=0.95, K10=1.42, K30=1.70, K50=1.83, K100=2.01, K300=2.29. 
The projected IDF curve is obtained through the same procedure, based 
on the climate change projection for scenario RCP8.5 (which is a worst-case 
scenario reflecting increased emissions of greenhouses gasses in the 
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atmosphere) with a spatial resolution of 80Km, spatially downscaled to a 
spatial resolution of 8 Km, and subsequently stochastically downscaled to 1 
km resolution. It is characterized by the following relationship: 
( ) 0.26, 31.70
Rr R T
h d T K d= ⋅ ⋅  (3.18)  
The corresponding values of the growing factor 
RTK are: K2=0.94, 
K10=1.50, K30=1.84, K50=2.00, K100=2.21, K300=2.41. 
 
TR 2 Ys 10 Ys 30 Ys 50 Ys 100 Ys 300 Ys 
H 0.95 1.42 1.70 1.83 2.01 2.29 
CC 0.94 1.50 1.84 2.00 2.21 2.41 
Table 3.1 - Growing factors for the different return periods (H:historical, CC: climate 
change) 
 
The rainfall curves with and without climate change effects and classified 
by 6 different return periods are plotted in Figure 3.6. It is possible to observe 
that for DSM city the particular climate scenario considered leads to a decrease 
in terms of rainfall intensity. In fact, the IDF curves that take into account the 
climate projection (the dotted lines in  Figure 3.6) are lower than those 
evaluated based on historical data series (the solid line in Figure 3.6). It can be 
observed that, although the flooding intensity considering the projections 
decreases with respect to the historical data, the growing factor demonstrates a 
slight increase, given the return period. Since the growing factor is a function 
of the coefficient of variation for the extreme value distribution (see Section 
3.1), having a higher coefficient of variation (with constant mean or central 
value) leads to higher probability for extreme rainfall events (i.e., in the tail of 
the distribution). 
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Figure 3.6 - Rainfall Probability Curves for Dar es Salaam with and without climate 
change (CC) effects. 
 
3.5.2. The definition of the catchment area 
The first step in the delineation of inundated areas in the Suna district 
was the definition of the catchments of the Msimbazi river and its main 
tributaries. Three different catchments (of about 250 km2) were identified as 
shown in Figure 3.7.  
The characteristics of the three catchments identified are reported in 
Table 3.2. The land-use and geological maps are illustrated in Figure 3.8 (a) 
and Figure 3.8 (b), respectively. From the geological point of view, the 
catchments are characterized mainly by clay-band sands and gravels 
(corresponding to soil group B in the Curve Number method). With reference 
to the land use, catchment 1 and 2 are characterized mainly by agricultural use 
and catchment 3 is characterized as residential area. 
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Figure 3.7 - Visualization of the Mzimbazi catchments with the position of the case-
study area  
 
Characteristics Msimbazi River Catchment 1 Catchment 2 Catchment 3 
Drainage area (km2) 166.3 60.5 24.1 
Main channel length (km) 32.7 18.2 14.9 
Average slope (%) 5.8 4.2 3.9 
Average height (m.a.s.l.) 175.5 108.6 97.2 
CNII 64.73 77.98 89.91 
tp (h) 13.03 6.90 4.63 
Table 3.2 - The characteristics of the Mazimbazi River catchments 
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Figure 3.8 - Mzimbazi River catchments: a) Land use, b) Geology 
 
3.5.3. The characterization of the hydrographs 
The peak flow of the three catchments was evaluated by the Curve 
Number method, with reference to six different return periods (e.g., 2, 10, 30, 
50, 100 and 300-yr) based on both historical data and climate projections. The 
inflow hydrographs for catchment 1, corresponding to the various return 
periods considered, are illustrated in Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9 - Hydrographs evaluated for catchment 1 (TR= 2, 10, 30, 50, 100 and 300 
years) with and without CC effects 
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It is possible to observe that the hydrographs obtained with the effects 
induced by the climate change (the dotted lines in Figure 3.9) are lower than 
the hydrographs obtained with the historical data (the solid line in Figure 3.9). 
This results are coherent with the IDF curves shown in Figure 3.6.  
 
3.5.4. The micro-scale flood hazard 
The software FLO-2D was used for a bi-dimensional simulation of the 
flooding volume propagation (based on the calculated hydrographs and a 
digital elevation model, DEM) assuming a 45 hour simulation time (i.e., the 
total duration of the hydrograph). The outcome of the flood propagation 
considering the historical data (referred to hereafter also as the inundation 
profiles) is illustrated in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, in terms of maximum flow 
depth hmax (in meters) and velocity vmax (in meters per second), with reference 
to the six considered return periods. It should be noted that the inundation 
profiles calculated based on the climate projections are not shown herein2. 
Moreover, the flood hazard curves, plotting the mean annual rate of 
exceeding various flooding heights (i.e., inverse of the return period) are 
illustrated in Figure 3.10 (a) and Figure 3.10 (b), for historical data and for the 
climate change projections3, respectively. Each grey curve maps to the centroid 
of a building belonging to the portfolio of the buildings considered.  
 
                                                     
 
2 For the sake of brevity and also because they are quite similar to those based on 
historical data 
3 It should be mentioned that the rainfall annual extremes time series used for climate 
projections spans from 1959 to 2050. This means that the data used for years 1959-2010 
are based on historical data and the data used for years 2010-2050 is projected. This is a 
common practice ensuring consistency between recorded and projected data. 
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a)  b)  
Figure 3.10 - The hazard curves a) considering the historical data and b) considering 
the climate projections 
The red and the black curves are the mean, and the mean plus/minus 
one standard deviation curves, respectively. This three curves represent the 
statistics of the hazard curves calculated for various points of interest (e.g., 
centroid of a building)  within the case-study area. Overlaying the three curves 
relative to the historical data and those relative to the climate change 
projections in Figure 3.11, it is possible to observe that the (statistics of the) 
hazard values obtained based on the historical data are larger with respect to 
those obtained considering the climate projections.  
 
Figure 3.11 - Overlaying of the representative (mean and mean +/- standard 
deviation) hazard curves obtained based on, historical data (the blue curves) and  
climate projections (red curves) 
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Figure 3.12 - Inundation profiles for different return periods, based on historical 
data, in terms of hmax: a) TR=2 years, b) TR=10 years, c) TR=30 years,  d) TR=50 years, 
e) TR=100 years, f) TR=300 years. 
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Figure 3.13 - Inundation profiles for different return periods, based on historical 
data, in terms of vmax: a) TR=2 years, b) TR=10 years, c) TR=30 years, d) TR=50 years, e) 
TR=100 years, f) TR=300 years. 
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3.6 The case of Little Akaky, Addis Ababa 
As the case-study zone for micro-scale flood risk assessment in Addis 
Ababa, a portion of Little Akaky Sub-City in the southern part of the city is 
studied. 
 
3.6.1. The rainfall-curve 
As mentioned in Section 1.5.1, the rain-fall curve is calculated based on 
both historical data and a specific climate projection scenario (scenario RCP8.5, 
the same as the one considered for Dar es Salaam). The historical rainfall data 
span from 1958 to 2010 and the climate projections are provided up to 2050 
(the entire time-series spans from 1959-2050). 
The IDF curve is obtained by following the procedure outlined in 
paragraph 3.1 and is characterized by the following relationship: 
( ) 0.23, 25.06
Rr R T
h d T K d= ⋅ ⋅  (3.19)  
The values of the growing factor 
RTK are: K10=1.50, K30=1.84, K50=2.00, 
K100=2.21, K300=2.54. 
The projected IDF curve is obtained by the same procedure, based on the 
climate change projection and is characterized by the following relationship: 
( ) 0.29, 35.42
Rr R T
h d T K d= ⋅ ⋅  (3.20)  
The values of the growing factor 
RTK are: K10=1.67, K30=2.12, K50=2.33, 
K100=2.61, K300=3.05. 
 
TR 10 Ys 30 Ys 50 Ys 100 Ys 300 Ys 
H 1.50 1.84 2.00 2.21 2.54 
CC 1.67 2.12 2.33 2.61 3.05 
Table 3.3 - Growing factors for the different return periods (H:historical, CC: climate 
change) 
 
The rainfall curves with and without climate change effects,  classified by 
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5 different return periods, are plotted in Figure 3.14. It is possible to observe 
that for Addis Ababa city, the climate change effect induces an increase in 
terms of intensity. In fact, the IDF curves that take into account the climate 
projection (the dotted lines in Figure 3.14) are higher than those evaluated 
based on only historical data (the solid line in Figure 3.14). Moreover, it can be 
observed that the growing factor KT for various return periods are higher when 
considering the effect of climate change. As discussed before, this entails a 
future increase in the frequency of extreme rainfall events based on this climate 
projection.  
 
 
Figure 3.14 - Rainfall probability curves for Addis Ababa with and without climate 
change  effects. 
 
3.6.2. The characterization of the hydrograph 
The peak flow for the catchment area considered was evaluated by the 
Curve Number method, with reference to five different return periods (e.g., 10, 
30, 50, 100 and 300-yr) with and without the climate change effects. The inflow 
hydrographs corresponding to the various return periods considered are 
illustrated in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15 - Hydrographs (TR= 10, 30, 50, 100 and 300 years) with and without CC 
effects 
 
It is possible to observe that the hydrographs obtained based on downs-
scaled climate projections (the dotted lines in Figure 3.15) are higher than the 
hydrographs obtained with the historical data (the solid line in Figure 3.15). 
This results manifest a future increase in the maximum flooding discharge for 
Little Akaki, Addis Ababa. 
 
3.6.3. The micro-scale flood hazard 
Figure 3.16 below illustrates the inundation profiles, in terms of 
maximum flow depth hmax (in meters), calculated through flood volume (area 
under the hydrograph) propagation using the software FLO2D for the six 
return periods considered. These inundation profiles are based on historical 
data. 
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Figure 3.16 - Inundation profiles based on historical data in terms of hmax (in meters) for 
various return periods for the case study area (Little Akaki)   
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Chapter 4  
MESO-SCALE FLOOD HAZARD ASSESSMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, a novel GIS-based Bayesian methodology for the 
delineation of potentially flood-prone areas, by calibration of the Topographic 
Wetness Index (TWI) based on available information, is developed. This 
methodology is particularly useful for flood hazard assessment in a meso-scale 
using a binary indicator (yes/no) for susceptibility to flooding.  
 
4.1 The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) 
The Topographic Wetness Index [1] allows for the delineation of a 
portion of a hydrographic basin potentially exposed to flood inundation by 
identifying all the areas characterized by a topographic index that exceed a 
given threshold. 
The TWI threshold value depends on the resolution of the digital 
elevation model (DEM), topology of the hydrographic basin and the 
constructed infrastructure [2, 3]. This threshold value is usually calibrated 
based on the results of detailed delineation of the inundation profile for 
selected zones. In this study, the TWI threshold is calibrated based on the 
calculated inundation profiles for various return periods for selected zones 
within the basin through a Bayesian framework. The Bayesian framework 
enables the probabilistic characterization of the threshold by calculating the 
complementary probability of false delineation of flood prone zones as a 
function of various threshold values. For a given return period, the probability 
of false delineation is calculated as the sum of the probability of indicating a 
zone flood prone, while it is not indicated as such by the inundation profile, 
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and the probability that a zone is indicated as not flood prone but indicated as 
flood prone by the inundation profile. Applying the above-mentioned 
procedure, taking into account all available information on the inundation 
profiles for various zones within the basin, leads to a probability distribution 
for the TWI threshold value. 
 
4.1.1. Delineation of flood-prone areas using the TWI 
The topographic wetness index, initially introduced by Kirkby [4], has 
been shown to be strongly correlated to the area exposed to flood inundation 
[2, 3, 5]. The TWI for a given point O within the hydrographic basin is 
calculated as following: 
log
tan
SATWI
β
 
=  
   
(4.1)  
where As is the specific catchment area expressed in meters and 
calculated as the local up-slope area draining through point O per unit contour 
length (A/L); β is the local slope at the point in question expressed in degrees. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the main components used for the calculation of the TWI 
at a given point O within the hydrographic basin, namely the catchment area 
A for point O, the length L of the contour line, and the specific catchment area 
As. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 - The main components of the TWI calculation. 
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The TWI allows for the delineation of a portion of a hydrographic basin 
potentially exposed to flood inundation (referred to herein as flood prone or 
more briefly as FP) by identifying all the areas characterized by a topographic 
index that exceeds a given threshold. The TWI threshold value depends on the 
resolution of the digital elevation model (DEM), the topology of the 
hydrographic basin and the presence of constructed infrastructures (such as 
sewage system, bridges and culverts). This threshold is usually calibrated 
based on the results of detailed delineation of the inundation profile for 
selected zones. 
 
4.2 Using the inundation profiles for the calibration of the 
TWI threshold 
As was mentioned in the previous section, the TWI method delineates 
the flood prone areas as the portions of the basin for which the topographic 
index exceeds a prescribed threshold. One way for establishing the TWI 
threshold is to use the available inundation profile for one (or more) zones of 
interest within the basin. The inundation profile, reported as the flooding 
heights (and velocities) for various nodes within a lattice covering a given area 
for different return periods, can be obtained by means of classic hydraulic 
routines of various degrees of sophistication and accuracy [6]. The calculation 
of the inundation profiles is already explained in Chapter 3. 
The inundation profile can be used to delineate the inundated areas 
(referred to hereafter as IN), for a given return period, as those areas within the 
zones of interest where the inundation height is greater than zero. 
 
4.3 Maximum likelihood estimation of the TWI threshold 
As mentioned before, the delineation of flood-prone areas is strictly 
dependent on the TWI threshold. In this study, the TWI threshold is calibrated 
probabilistically based on the calculated inundation profiles for various return 
periods for a selected zone within the basin by employing the maximum 
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likelihood parameter estimation. This section describes how the likelihood 
function for the TWI threshold is calculated based on the inundation profile 
available for a selected  zone of interest within the basin (micro-scale). 
Let W represent the spatial window of a zone of interest (within the 
basin) for which the inundation profile is calculated. Moreover, let FP 
represent the flood-prone areas identified as TWI>τ and IN(TR) represent the 
inundated areas for a given return period TR identified as h(TR)>0; where h(TR) 
is the flooding height calculated for a given point within the zone of interest W. 
Figure 4.2 (a) illustrates in a schematic manner zone W and the portions 
identified as FP and IN(TR). 
 
 
Figure 4.2 - FP and IN areas 
 
The probability of the correct delineation of the flood-prone areas or the 
likelihood function for the TWI threshold τ denoted as L(τ|W) for various 
values of τ can be calculated as following: 
( ) ( ) ( )| , ( ) | , , ( ) | ,R RL W P FP IN T W P FP IN T Wτ τ τ= +  (4.2)  
where P(FP, IN(TR)|τ,W) denotes the probability that a given point within 
zone W is identified both as flood-prone FP (using the TWI method) and 
inundated IN(TR) (using the more accurate inundated profiles), for a given 
return period TR and conditioned on (the | sign) a given value of τ of the TWI 
threshold. The area FP and IN(TR) is indicated by color orange in Figure 4.2 (b). 
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Similarly, P( , ( )RFP IN T |τ,W) denotes the probability that a given point within 
the zone of interest is neither identified as FP nor as IN(TR) conditioned on a 
given value of τ of the TWI threshold. The area not FP and not IN(TR) is 
indicated by color green in Figure 4.2 (b). It can be shown that the likelihood 
function in Eq. (4.2) can be equivalently expressed as the complement of 
probability of false delineation of flood-prone areas or the so-called cry-wolf: 
( ) ( ) ( )| , ( ) | , , ( ) | ,R RL W P FP IN T W P FP IN T Wτ τ τ= +  (4.3)  
where P( , ( )RFP IN T |τ,W) for a given point within zone W denotes the 
probability that it is indicated as FP by the TWI method but not IN(TR) in the 
more accurate delineation of the inundated zones. Vice versa, P( , ( )RFP IN T
|τ,W) for a given point within zone W denotes the probability that it is not 
indicated as FP but its results as inundated in the delineation of the inundated 
zones. 
Going back to Eq. (4.2), the terms ( ), | ,P FP IN Wτ and ( ), | ,P FP IN Wτ  
can be expanded, using the probability theory's product rule [7], as following: 
( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) | , | , ( ) | , ,R RP FP IN T W P FP W P IN T FP Wτ τ τ= ⋅  (4.4)  
( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) | , | , ( ) | , ,R RP FP IN T W P FP W P IN T FP Wτ τ τ= ⋅  (4.5)  
where the term ( )| , ,P IN FP Wτ  for a given point denotes the probability 
of being IN given that it is identified as FP and ( )| , ,P IN FP Wτ  denotes the 
probability of not being IN conditioned on not being FP, given the threshold 
value τ. The terms ( | , )P FP Wτ and ( )| ,P FP Wτ represent the probability of 
being FP or not being FP respectively, given the TWI threshold value τ.  
 
4.3.1. Estimation of the likelihood function using the areal extent: 
Part 1, the micro-scale estimation 
Let AW(FP) denote the areal extent of the flood-prone portion of the zone 
W identified via the TWI method (note that AW(FP) is a function of τ since the 
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flood-prone areas are identified as areas with TWI>τ, the extent of the portion 
colored as red in Figure 4.2(a)); let AW(IN(TR)) denote the areal extent of the 
inundated potion of W indentified via hydraulic calculations for a given return 
period (the extent of the portion colored as blue in Figure 4.2 (a)). Analogously, 
( )WA FP and ( )( )W RA IN T  refer to the areas of the not flood-prone and not 
inundated portions, respectively. The probability terms ( )( ) | , ,RP IN T FP Wτ  
and ( )( ) | , ,RP IN T FP Wτ  can be estimated by the ratio of areal extents, as 
expressed in the following: 
( ) ( )( )
( ),
( ) | , , W RR
W
A IN T FP
P IN T FP W
A FP
τ =
 
(4.6)  
( ) ( )( )
( ),
( ) | , , W RR
W
A IN T FP
P IN T FP W
A FP
τ =
 
(4.7)  
where ( )( ),W RA IN T FP  denotes the areal extent of the portion of the area W 
that is both FP and IN(TR) (the extent of the area colored as orange in Figure 4.2 
(b)); ( )( ),W RA IN T FP  denotes the areal extent of the portion of the area W that 
is neither FP nor IN(TR) (the extent of the area colored as green in Figure 4.2 
(b)). As mentioned above, the areal extents ( )( ),W RA IN T FP , ( )( ),W RA IN T FP , 
AW(FP) and ( )WA FP  are --by definition-- all functions of the TWI threshold τ. 
 
4.3.2. Estimation of the likelihood function using the areal extent: 
Part 2, the micro-scale estimation 
In the previous section, it was demonstrated how ( )( ) | , ,RP IN T FP Wτ  
and ( )( ) | , ,RP IN T FP Wτ  were estimated using the areal extent ratios calculated 
in a micro-scale delineated by window W. However, also ( | , )P FP Wτ and 
( )| ,P FP Wτ  need to be estimated in order to be able to calculate the likelihood 
function. It has been chosen to estimate the above two terms using the areal 
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extents calculated in the meso-scale (city-level)4. Denoting the total 
administrative area of the city under consideration as Aurban and denoting the 
total areal extent within the city having TWI greater than the given threshold τ 
as Aurban(FP), one can estimate the term ( | )P FP τ 5 as: 
( ) ( )| urban
urban
A FP
P FP
A
τ =
 
(4.8)  
 
Figure 4.3 - Identification of the total urban area (Aurban) and the flood prone urban 
area (Aurban (FP)) for a given threshold 
 
Figure 4.3 demonstrates schematically the areal extents Aurban and 
Aurban(FP) for a given value of τ for the city of Addis Ababa. The probability 
( )|P FP τ  can then be calculated as ( )1 |P FP τ− . 
Finally, the likelihood function in Eq. (4.2) can be calculated by 
substituting the terms calculated in Equations (4.6,4.7) and (4.8) in Eqs. (4.4) 
and (4.5) and summing up these two last equations. The maximum likelihood 
estimate for the TWI threshold can be calculated as the τ value that maximizes 
the likelihood function in Eq. (4.2).  
                                                     
 
4 Note that this term could have also been estimated based on the information 
contained within window W. However, it was chosen to use the whole extent of the 
city as reference. Therefore, in this case the information provided by the inundation 
profiles within W is not used. In fact, the term P(FP|τ,W) is referred to as P(FP|τ) 
hereafter. 
5 The conditioning on W is left out for brevity and simplicity of formulations. 
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4.3.3. Using Bayesian parameter estimation in order to estimate τ 
based on information from more than one spatial window 
Suppose that some background information is available on the value of 
the TWI threshold τ. In that case, the maximum likelihood method presented 
in the previous section can be extended to a Bayesian parameter estimation, 
where the available background information is represented by a prior 
probability distribution. That is, the posterior probability distribution for τ 
given the information provided by the inundation profile within the spatial 
window W can be expressed as6: 
 
( ) ( | ) ( )|
( | ) ( )
L W pp W
L W p
τ ττ
τ τ
=
∑  
(4.9)  
 
where ( )|p Wτ  denotes the posterior probability distribution for τ given 
spatial window W; ( | )L Wτ  is the likelihood function for τ calculated in the 
previous section and ( )p τ  is the prior probability distribution for τ before 
having the information on the inundation profile for window W. Note that Eq. 
(4.9) is particularly useful for calculating the threshold τ having the inundation 
profiles for than one spatial window within the basin. In that case, the 
posterior probability ( )1|p Wτ  can be used as prior probability distribution in 
order to calculate the posterior probability distribution ( )1 2| ,p W Wτ  
considering both spatial windows W1 and W2 and so on and so forth. 
 
                                                     
 
6 Strictly speaking, the formulation in Eq. 9 should have been conditioned on the 
"correct identification" of the flood-prone areas for window W (see Eq. 2). However, 
for the sake of simplicity and tractability of the equations, we have used the symbol W 
in order to imply in, a concise manner, all the additional information about the 
inundation profile contained within window W. 
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4.3.4. Calibration of TWI threshold based on information other 
than the inundation profile  
It is worth noting that the probabilistic methodology presented in this 
thesis for the estimation of TWI threshold can also be used based on 
information other than the inundation profile. For instance, approximate maps 
delineating the flood prone areas for a city (e.g., based on historical 
information)  can be used instead of the inundation profile for calibrating the 
threshold. Of course, in this case, the spatial window of interest W would be 
equal to the entire area of the city or the partial area for which the flood prone 
areas are delineated. 
 
4.4 The case of Addis Ababa 
In the following, the methodology described earlier is implemented in 
order to identify urban flooding hot spots in the city of Addis Ababa (for 
brevity referred to also as Addis), Ethiopia.  
 
4.4.1. Delineation of flood prone areas for Addis Abab using the 
topographic wetness index (TWI)  
The TWI is calculated in a GIS framework by applying Eq. (4.1) and 
based on a digital elevation model of the city (Year: 2007, vertical resolution: 1 
meters). Figure 4.4 illustrates the resulting TWI map for Addis. It can be 
observed that the TWI values vary between 7 and 22; in particular, largest TWI 
values can be spotted around the natural water channels. 
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Figure 4.4 - TWI for Addis Ababa 
 
4.4.2. The inundation profile for Little Akaki  
In order to calibrate the TWI threshold for Addis, the inundation profile 
for various return periods have been calculated for the Little Akaki area 
located in the southern part of Addis. Little Akaki results as flood-prone based 
on past flooding experiences. The inundation profile has been calculated by bi-
dimensional simulation of flood volume propagation using the software FLO-
2D (using historical rainfall records, the DEM, and the calculation of the 
hydrograph based on the curve number method) assuming a simulation time 
of 45 hours. The outcome of the flood propagation is illustrated in Chapter 3 in 
terms of maximum flow depth hmax with reference to five considered return 
periods (TR 10, 30, 50, 100 and 300 years). 
 
4.4.3. Maximum likelihood estimation of the flood-prone threshold 
This section explains how the procedure described previously in the 
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methodology can be applied in order to calculate the likelihood of being flood 
prone as a function of the TWI threshold. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 - The TWI and the spatial the window for hydraulic analyses at Little 
Akaki 
 
A spatial window identified as W with A(W) around 11 km2 is defined in 
the zone of little Akaki (Figure 4.5). For a return period TR=100 years and for 
all the possible values of τ, the probability that a given zone is flood prone 
P(FP|τ) is calculated from Eq. (4.8) (based on meso-scale estimations) and is 
plotted in Figure 4.6(a) (as the black dots). Moreover, the probability that a 
given point is inundated P(IN|FP,τ) given that it is already indicated as FP for 
a given value of τ is calculated from Eq. (4.6) (based on micro-scale 
estimations) and plotted in Figure 4.6(a) (as the stars in gray). The probability 
that a given point is indicated both as flood prone (by the TWI method) and 
inundated (based on the inundation profile), P(FP,IN|τ) is calculated from Eq. 
(4.4) as the product of P(FP|τ) and P(IN|FP,τ) from Eq. (4.4) and plotted in 
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Figure 4.6(a) (as the circles in red). In a similar manner, the probability that a 
given point is not indicated as flood prone based on the TWI method is 
calculated as the complementary probability of being flood prone in Eq. (4.8) 
and plotted in Figure 4.6(b) (as the black dots). The probability that a given 
zone is not indicated as inundated given that it is not flood prone for a given 
value of τ is calculated from Eq. (4.7) and is plotted as the gray stars in Figure 
4.6(b). Finally the probability that a given point is not inundated and not flood 
prone for a given value of τ, is calculated from Eq. (4.5) and plotted as the red 
circles in Figure 4.6(b). 
 
 
Figure 4.6 - a) Probability of being FP and IN given τ. b) Probability of being FP
and IN given τ. 
 
The likelihood function for window W at TR=100 years is finally 
calculated from Eq. (4.2) by summing up the probability of being flood prone 
and inundated and the probability of not being flood prone and not being 
inundated for all possible τ values (i.e., summing up the curves illustrated by 
red circles in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b)). It is noteworthy that the 
probability ( )|P FP τ and its complement are both defined in the domain of the 
threshold values ranging between 7.5 and 22.8 (the meso-scale estimations, 
Figure 4.4). Instead, the terms ( )| ,P IN FP τ and ( )| ,P IN FP τ are defined in the 
domain ranging between 12.1 and 22.8 (the micro-scale estimations, Figure 
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4.5).  
The resulting likelihood function L(τ|W) is plotted in Figure 4.7 (a) as a 
function of the TWI threshold τ. Consequently, the maximum likelihood 
estimate for τ (i.e., the value that corresponds to the maximum likelihood) can 
be identified as τ=17.1. Furthermore, by identifying the τ values corresponding 
to 99% of the maximum likelihood value, it is possible to define a maximum 
likelihood interval, that varies between τ-ML=16.7 and τ+ML=17.9. That is, from a 
practical point of view, the information used for calibrating the TWI threshold 
lead to identifying a maximum likelihood interval [16.7, 17.9] for τ. 
Recalling that the likelihood function also represents the probability 
density function (pdf) for τ, the cumulative distribution for τ can be calculated 
as the cumulative sum of the pdf. Figure 4.7 (b) illustrates the CDF for τ 
together with the threshold values corresponding to 16th and 50th percentiles of 
the probability distribution equal to 14.3, and 17.7, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 - a) The likelihood function L(τ|W) (also the probability density for τ); b) 
threshold CDF. 
 
A basic visual check of the accuracy of the results (within window W) 
can be performed by overlaying the inundated zones (obtained from the 
hydraulic routine) and the TWI map for threshold values larger than the 
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maximum likelihood estimate for τ denoted by τML equal to 17.1 (i.e., 
TWI> τML). Figure 4.8 below illustrates for the local window W, the result of 
overlaying of hydraulic profile and TWI> τML for TR of 100 years.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 - Overlay of FP and IN areas for the spatial window W (Little Akaki). 
 
The maximum likelihood estimation procedure is repeated also for the 
other return periods for which the hydraulic profiles have been calculated. The 
results are illustrated in Figure 4.9 (a) and Figure 4.9 (b) as the likelihood 
function and the cumulative distribution function for τ, respectively. As is 
depicted in Figure 4.9 (a), the maximum likelihood estimate does not depend 
on the value of the return period. Moreover, the cumulative distributions 
functions plotted for various return periods are almost identical. This is 
revealed also by examining the inundation profiles for various return periods 
in Figure 3.16 in Chapter 3. It can be observed that the delineation of the 
inundated areas is not sensitive to the return period (as opposed to flood 
height which is sensitive to the return period).  
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Figure 4.9 - a) The likelihood function L(τ|W). b) threshold CDF for different return 
periods. 
 
The above-mentioned discussion can be summarized in the following 
table that reports various statistics of the threshold value τ: the maximum 
likelihood estimate (ML), the 16th and 50th percentiles for TWI threshold and 
the 99% maximum likelihood interval [τ−ML,τ+ML] for various return periods. 
 
TR τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
10 17.48 14.33 17.72 16.71 17.99 
30 17.11 14.32 17.70 16.66 17.93 
50 17.11 14.32 17.70 16.66 17.91 
100 17.11 14.31 17.69 16.66 17.89 
300 17.05 14.31 17.69 16.64 17.85 
Table 4.1 - The statistics for the TWI threshold distribution as a function of the 
return period 
 
Hereafter in this work, maximum likelihood threshold (τML) equal to 
17.05, 16th percentile (τ16) equal to 14.31, 50th percentile (τ50) equal to 17.7 and 
the 99% maximum values interval [16.6,17.9], are adopted. 
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Using Bayesian parameter estimation in order to estimate τ based on 
information from more than one spatial window 
As mentioned, Eq. (4.9) can be used to calculate the threshold τ based on 
the inundation profiles for more than one spatial window within the city. The 
inundation profiles for TR=300 yrs were available also for another zone of 
Addis hereafter referred to as Zone 1. This area is located between the subcities 
of Akaki (on the right) and Nefas Silk (on the left). Using the same procedure 
outlined in the previous section for the zone Little Akaki (hereafter referred to 
as Zone 2), the likelihood function for τ can be calculated. The probability 
density function τ denoted by p(τ|W1) is plotted in Figure 4.10 (b) below, 
recalling that the likelihood function L(τ|W1) is equal to the probability 
density function for τ (using a uniform prior p(τ) in Eq. (4.9)). It can be 
observed that the distribution becomes almost uniform (in other words: non 
informative) for τ larger than about 17. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 - a) Zones 1 and 2. b) p(τ|W1):the posterior distribution calculated for the 
Zone1 and used as prior for Zone 2 
 
The posterior distribution p(τ|W1) obtained for Zone 1, can be used as 
prior distribution for Zone 2, (the procedure outlined in the previous section is 
equivalent to using a uniform distribution). In Figure 4.11 below, the results 
based on inundation profiles calculated for Zone 2 (part (a), reported in the 
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previous section) and the results based on inundation profiles calculated for 
Zone 1 and Zone 2 (part (b)) can be compared. 
 
Figure 4.11 - a) the likelihood L(τ|W2); b) the posterior distribution p(τ|W1,W2). 
 
It can be observed that the statistics calculated for the TWI threshold do 
not change significantly by calibrating based on two spatial windows W1 and 
W2; for example, the τML changes from 17.1 to 17.7. However, considering both 
spatial windows for calibration, leads to slightly wider 99% maximum 
likelihood interval for τ. 
 
4.5 The case of Dar es Salaam 
4.5.1. Delineation of flood-prone areas for Dar es Salaam using the 
topographic wetness index (TWI) 
The topographic wetness index is calculated in the GIS framework by 
applying Eq. (4.1) and based on the digital elevation model of the city (Year: 
2008, vertical resolution: 10 meters, reduced to 2 meters trough the spatial 
interpolation). Figure 4.12 illustrates the resulting TWI map for Dar. It can be 
observed that the TWI values vary between 10.34 and 22.78; in particular, 
largest TWI values can be spotted around the natural water channels. 
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Figure 4.12 - TWI for Dar Es Salaam 
 
4.5.2. The inundation profile for Suna  
In order to calibrate the TWI threshold for Dar Es Salaam, the inundation 
profile for various return periods have been calculated for Suna located in 
between Ilala and Kinondoni districts. Suna results as flood-prone based on 
past flooding experiences. The inundation profile has been calculated by bi-
dimensional simulation of flood volume propagation using the software FLO-
2D (using historical rainfall records, the DEM, and the calculation of the 
hydrograph based on the curve number method) assuming a simulation time 
of 45 hours. The outcome of the flood propagation is illustrated in Figure 3.12 
in terms of maximum flow depth hmax with reference to six considered return 
periods (TR 2, 10, 30, 50, 100 and 300 years). 
 
4.5.3. Maximum likelihood estimation of the flood-prone threshold 
In this section, it is demonstrated how the procedure described 
previously in the methodology can be applied in order to calculate the 
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likelihood of being flood prone as a function of the TWI threshold. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 - The TWI and the spatial the window for hydraulic analyses at Suna 
 
A spatial window identified as W with A(W) around 27 km2 is defined in 
the zone of Suna (Figure 4.13). For a return period TR=100 years and for all the 
possible values of τ, the probability that a given zone is flood prone P(FP|τ) is 
calculated from Eq. (4.8) (based on meso-scale estimations) and is plotted in 
Figure 4.14 (a) (as the black dots). Moreover, the probability that a given point 
is inundated P(IN|FP,τ) given that it is already indicated as FP for a given 
value of τ is calculated from Eq. (4.6) (based on micro-scale estimations) and 
plotted in Figure 4.14 (a) (as the stars in gray). The probability that a given 
point is indicated both as flood prone (by the TWI method) and inundated 
(based on the hydraulic profile), P(FP,IN|τ) is calculated from Eq. (4.4) as the 
product of P(FP|τ) and P(IN|FP,τ) from Eq. (4.4) and plotted in Figure 4.14 (a) 
(as the circles in red). In a similar manner, the probability that a given point is 
not indicated as flood prone based on the TWI method is calculated as the 
complementary probability of being flood prone in Eq. (4.8) and plotted in 
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Figure 4.14(b) (as the black dots). The probability that a given zone is not 
indicated as inundated given that it is not flood prone for a given value of τ is 
calculated from Eq. (4.7) and is plotted as the gray stars in Figure 4.14 (b). 
Finally the probability that a given point is not inundated and not flood prone 
for a given value of τ, is calculated from Eq. (4.5) and plotted as the red circles 
in Figure 4.14 (b). 
 
 
Figure 4.14 - a) Probability of being FP and IN given τ. b) Probability of being FP
and IN given τ. 
 
The likelihood function for window W at TR=100 years is finally 
calculated from Eq. (4.2) by summing up the probability of being flood prone 
and inundated and the probability of not being flood prone and not being 
inundated for all possible τ values (i.e., summing up the curves illustrated by 
red circles in Figure 4.14 (a) and Figure 4.14 (b)). It is noteworthy that the 
probability ( )|P FP τ and its complement are both defined in the domain of the 
threshold values ranging between 10.34 and 22.78 (the meso-scale estimations, 
Figure 4.12). Instead, the terms ( )| ,P IN FP τ and ( )| ,P IN FP τ are defined in the 
domain ranging between 15.84 and 22.78 (the micro-scale estimations, Figure 
4.13).  
 
The resulting likelihood function L(τ|W) is plotted in Figure 4.15 (a) as a 
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function of the TWI threshold τ. Consequently, the maximum likelihood 
estimate for τ (i.e., the value that corresponds to the maximum likelihood) can 
be identified as τ=19.53. Furthermore, by identifying the τ values 
corresponding to 99% of the maximum likelihood value, it is possible to define 
a maximum likelihood interval, that varies between τ-ML=19.16 and τ+ML=20.44. 
That is, from a practical point of view, the information used for calibrating the 
TWI threshold lead to identifying a maximum likelihood interval [19.16, 20.44] 
for τ. 
Recalling that the likelihood function also represents the probability 
density function (pdf) for τ, the cumulative distribution for τ can be calculated 
as the cumulative sum of the pdf. Figure 4.15 (b) illustrates the CDF for τ 
together with the threshold values corresponding to 16th and 50th percentiles of 
the probability distribution equal to 17.31, and 19.50, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.15 -  a) The likelihood function L(τ|W) (also the probability density for τ); 
b) threshold CDF. 
A basic and visual check of the accuracy of the results (within window 
W) can be performed by overlying the inundated zones (obtained from the 
hydraulic routine) and the TWI map for threshold values lager than the 
maximum likelihood estimate for τ denoted by τML equal to 19.53 (i.e., 
TWI> τML ). Figure 4.16 below illustrates for the local window W, the result of 
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overlaying of hydraulic profile and TWI> τML for TR of 100.  
 
 
Figure 4.16 - Overlay of FP and IN areas for the spatial window W. 
 
The maximum likelihood estimation procedure is repeated also for the 
other return periods for which the inundation profiles have been calculated. 
The results are illustrated in Figure 4.17 (a) and Figure 4.17 (b) as the likelihood 
function and the cumulative distribution function for τ, respectively. As it can 
be depicted from Figure 4.17 (a), the maximum likelihood estimate does not 
depend on the value of return period. Moreover, the cumulative distributions 
functions plotted for various return periods are almost identical. This is 
revealed also by examining the inundation profiles for various return periods 
in Figure 3.12. It can be observed that the delineation of the inundated areas is 
not sensitive to the return period (as opposed to the flood height that is 
sensitive to the return period).  
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Figure 4.17 - a) The likelihood function L(τ|W). b) threshold CDF for different 
return periods. 
 
The above-mentioned discussion can be summarized in the following 
table that reports various statistics of the threshold value τ: the maximum 
likelihood estimate (ML), the 16th and 50th percentiles for TWI threshold and 
the 99% maximum likelihood interval [τ−ML,τ+ML] for various return periods. 
 
TR τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
2 20.28 17.44 19.59 19.40 20.81 
10 20.28 17.42 19.57 19.24 20.60 
30 20.17 17.32 19.51 19.17 20.57 
50 19.53 17.31 19.51 19.16 20.46 
100 19.53 17.31 19.50 19.16 20.44 
300 19.53 17.30 19.50 19.12 20.40 
Table 4.2 - The statistics for the TWI threshold distribution as a function of the 
return period 
Hereafter in this work, maximum likelihood threshold (τML) equal to 
19.53, 16th percentile (τ16) equal to 17.30, 50th percentile (τ50) equal to 19.50 and 
the 99% maximum values interval [19.12,20.40], are adopted. 
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4.6 The case of Ouagadougou 
On September 1, 2009, an unprecedented deluge of rain hit the capital 
city of Ouagadougou and resulted in wide-spread damage (destruction of 
buildings and infrastructure). More than 25 cm of rainfall in 12 hours turned 
the streets of Ouagadougou into fast-flowing rivers. The infrastructure were 
severely affected as the floods cut off electricity, fresh water and fuel supplies. 
The city is used to heavy seasonal rainfall but this was the worst flooding in 50 
years. An estimated 109.000 people were left homeless. The areal extent of this 
flooding event is used, in the Bayesian framework described in this chapter, in 
order to delineate the flood-prone areas for Ouagadougou. 
 
4.6.1. Delineation of flood-prone areas for Ouagadougou using the 
topographic wetness index (TWI) 
The topographic wetness index is calculated in the GIS framework by 
applying Eq. (4.1) and based on the digital elevation model of the city (Vertical 
resolution: 3 meters). Figure 4.18 illustrates the resulting TWI map for 
Ouagadougou. It can be observed that the TWI values vary between 8 and 25; 
in particular, largest TWI values can be spotted around the natural water 
channels. 
 
Figure 4.18 - TWI for Ouagadougou 
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4.6.2. The inundation profile  
In contrast to the TWI thresholds calculated for Dar and Addis which 
were calibrated based on calculated inundation profiles, the threshold value 
for Ouaga is calibrated based on the inundated area of the 2009 flooding event 
(Figure 4.19). 
 
Figure 4.19 - Inundated area of in the September 2009 flooding event  
Based on the information available at the internet site 
(http://www.mapaction.org/map-catalogue/mapdetail/1719.html), it was 
possible to geo-reference the previous image and generate a spatial dataset. 
 
a)  b)  
Figure 4.20 - a) Inundated areas after the 2009 events, b) Area 1 (the smaller) and Area 2 
(the bigger) 
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As it can be depicted from Figure 4.20, two inundated areas are 
identified. In the following, the smaller area is called Area 1 and the bigger 
area is referred to as Area 2. 
 
4.6.3. Maximum likelihood estimation of the flood-prone threshold  
In this section, it is demonstrated how the procedure described 
previously can be applied in order to calculate the likelihood of being flood 
prone as a function of the TWI threshold. In this case, the Bayesian parameter 
estimation is adopted based on information from more than one spatial 
windows (see Section 4.3.3). In particular, the information acquired from the 
study of the Area 1 are used as a-priori information for the study of the Area 2.  
 
Figure 4.21 - The likelihood function L(τ|W1,W2), b) threshold CDF 
Table 4.3 reports the threshold values that are calculated with the 
proposed procedure. 
τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
18.05 15.91 18.36 17.88 18.56 
Table 4.3 - The statistics for the TWI threshold distribution for the case of Ouagadougou 
It is possible to observe in Figure 4.22(a) that the TWI map with a 
threshold equal to the maximum likelihood TWI threshold τML matches the 
spatial extent of the areas inundated by the 2009 flooding event. Moreover, the 
corresponding map of the flood-prone area for the entire city of Ouagadougou 
is shown in Figure 4.22(b). 
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a)  b)  
Figure 4.22 -  a) Matching for the inundate areas, b) flood prone areas for the entire city.  
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Chapter 5  
PORTFOLIO FLOOD VULNERABILIY 
ASSESSMENT  
(FOR A PORTFOLIO OF INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is dedicated to a novel probability-based methodology for 
flooding vulnerability assessment for a portfolio of buildings. A portfolio of 
buildings/components is a group of buildings/components with (almost7) un-
correlated structural response. A portfolio can be further sub-divided into 
various classes of buildings/components. A class of buildings/components can 
be defined as a homogenous group of buildings/components that have in 
common a set of basic criteria (e.g., building material, number of stories, roof 
material, ..., etc.). As a case-study, the methodology described in this section is 
applied to micro-scale vulnerability assessment of the informal settlements in 
Suna Subward, Dar es Salaam City. It turns out that the portfolio of informal 
settlements in a small area (micro-scale) can be characterized by a single class 
of buildings. However, the developed methodology is applicable in general to 
a portfolio of structures that is consisted of more than one classes of buildings. 
The flood vulnerability for a class of structures is evaluated analytically 
by means of an efficient Bayesian simulation-based methodology. This 
methodology is based on a thorough characterization of the various sources of 
uncertainty8; such as, build-to-building variability within a given class, 
uncertainty in loading parameters, and uncertainty in material mechanical 
                                                     
 
7 Strictly speaking, the hydrodynamic performance of the buildings within a portfolio 
may reveal spatial correlations --due to dependence on maximum flow velocity. 
8 Neglecting the uncertainties in the human response to flooding. 
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properties. The flood vulnerability for a class of structures is represented by 
the fragility curve (and its plus/minus one standard deviation confidence 
interval) for a given limit state. Furthermore, it is demonstrated how the 
fragility curves corresponding to the various classes identified within a 
portfolio can be combined in order to define the flooding fragility for a 
portfolio of structures for a prescribed limit state. 
A hybrid definition is used for characterizing the limit states used in this 
work. That is, the limit states considered reflect not only the structural 
response of the buildings but also the content damage. In any case, the fragility 
curves are defined as the probability distributions (cumulative distribution 
function, CDF) for the critical water-height marking the threshold of the limit 
state under consideration. As a results, the critical water height values 
corresponding to prescribed limit states, may be obtained based on, structural 
analysis, geometrical characteristics and nominal values. 
This chapter focuses on the damages induced by inland flooding events 
(e.g., riverine flood, flash floods and floods due to failure of drainage system). 
The latter occurs when there is an overflow of the stream channel, or breaching 
of a levee or a dam. 
  
5.1 Flood damage typologies 
According to [1] the damages induced by floods can be classified in two 
categories: qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative damages include human 
conditions like anxiety, mental suffering or inconvenience. On the other hand, 
the quantitative damages can be measured in economic terms. The latter can be 
subdivided in indirect and direct damages. The indirect damages can be 
quantified --in economic terms-- as a function of downtime and its consequent 
disruption of the economic and social activities. The direct damages are due to 
the interaction between the water flow and the physical system (i.e. structure, 
infrastructure, green space, etc.). This thesis focuses on this latter typology of 
damages. 
In the recent years, increasing attention is focused on flooding risk 
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assessment. In fact, several publications discuss the consequences of flooding, 
such as loss of life [2], economic losses [3-5], and damage to buildings [6-10]. 
These research efforts have many aspects in common, such as a direct link 
between the flooding intensity and the incurred damage, and that they are 
based on real damage observed in the aftermath of the flooding event. In 
particular, the direct flooding damage to a physical systems may be classified 
by employing alternative damage scales consisting of discrete damage states. 
Kelman [11] has defined six damage states (from DS0 to DS5), classifying  
water interaction with the structure from no water contact to structural 
collapse or undermining of the foundation. Schwarz and Maiwald [9, 10] 
proposed a modified damage scale by removing the damage state zero DS0 (no 
water contact) and distinguishing between structural and non-structural 
damage.  
On the other hand, many research efforts are starting to galvanize in the 
direction of proposing analytical models for flood vulnerability assessment 
taking into account the many sources of uncertainties. Nadal et al. [12] propose 
a stochastic method for the assessment of the direct impact of flood actions on 
buildings.  
The direct flooding damage in buildings can be classified in three 
categories, namely, infiltration-seepage, material deterioration/erosion, and 
structural member failure.  
 
5.1.1. Infiltration-seepage 
If the building is not protected by a special flood-resistant barrier or if the 
foundation is on or under the ground level, water can easily reach into contact 
with the building. Once there is direct contact with the structure, water 
seepage and infiltration may take place through either insufficiently water-
tight openings (e.g., doors, windows) or through non water-tight building 
material. Of course, water seepage/infiltration is a time-dependent process 
and the velocity of infiltration depends on the degree of water-tightness of 
openings/building material. 
If water enters the buildings, the total hydrostatic pressure exerted on the 
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walls is going to be reduced and therefore the risk of wall failure becomes 
more remote. However the un-planned presence of water inside the building is 
going to lead the material deterioration and erosion, non sanitary living 
conditions, loss of functionality of the facilities anchored at the ground level 
(i.e. electrical and mechanical fittings), and even risk of drowning in water. 
 
5.1.2. Material deterioration/erosion 
Elongated contact with water is going to manifest itself either in the form 
of the physical loss of material volume (erosion), chemical reaction due to 
chloride content in the water (salinisation), and overall reduction in the 
material mechanical properties (loss of resistance). For example the vertical 
façade made up of earthen material and/or poor quality cement blocks are 
particularly vulnerable to material deterioration as a result of elongated 
contact with water. Generally speaking, if a building is not realized based on 
specific flood-resistant provisions, it can be particularly exposed to the 
undesirable effects of direct contact with water.  
 
5.1.3. Structural member failure (structural failure) 
The structural failure of supporting walls and slabs in a given section 
due to flooding pressure is more likely to take place due to a combination of 
the hydrostatic pressure, hydrodynamic pressure and debris impact, assuming 
that the walls are sufficiently anchored by the corners and that the openings 
are properly sealed. The structure is damaged beyond repair due to member 
failure when, for example, walls collapse, structure translates entirely [13], or 
the foundation is undermined. It is also important to note that material 
deterioration and erosion can also lead (indirectly) to structural failure in the 
form of the loss of vertical load bearing capacity. 
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5.2 The limit states 
As mentioned before, in this work the fragility curves are evaluated 
analytically. Therefore, the structural limit states are used as a proxy in order 
to describe the various damage states in the structure. In this thesis, three 
discrete limit states are considered, namely, serviceability (SE), structural 
collapse (CO) and life safety (LS). The limit states defined herein are identified 
based on the corresponding critical water height threshold. This choice is 
further justified recalling that the flood height is used as the scalar interface 
variable for the integration of flooding hazard and vulnerability in Section 3.4. 
It should be mentioned that the choice of limit states in this work targets the 
informal settlements in particular.  
 
5.2.1. Serviceability (SE) 
This limit state is marked by the critical water beyond which the normal 
activities in the household is going to be interrupted, most probably due to 
water infiltration. For example, for informal buildings built on a raised 
foundation, one can assume that the critical serviceability water height is equal 
to the height of raised foundation above the ground level. For buildings 
constructed according to flood-resistant criteria, the critical water height 
related to serviceability can be as large as the critical height needed for 
exceeding the life safety or collapse limit state.  
 
5.2.2. Structural Collapse (CO) 
The structural collapse limit state consists in the breaking of the bearing 
structure, collapse of the walls, loss of support of the roof, or loss of loading 
bearing capacity of the building due to elongated contact with water or 
salinisation. Generally speaking, structural collapse entails the loss of vertical 
loading capacity in the structure. 
 
5.2.3. Life Safety (LS) 
This limit state marks the ultimate state of the structure in which the 
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lives of the inhabitants is going to be in danger. This can be caused either due 
to the infiltration of water inside the building (with the increasing risk of 
drowning in water), or the structural collapse. Therefore, the life safety limit 
state --as defined in this work-- is a hybrid limit state related to damage to both 
structural/non-structural elements and also to the exposed content. As a 
results, as it will be demonstrated later in more details, evaluation of the 
critical water height corresponding to life safety limit state is based on both 
quantified structural analysis and also on nominal critical flooding height 
values established based on the expert judgment or literature (see for example 
[2]). 
 
5.3 Methodology 
5.3.1. Spatial delineation of the portfolio and its resolution 
The methodology developed in this chapter for portfolio vulnerability 
assessment to flooding is particularly suitable for detailed micro-scale 
evaluations (e.g., in a neighborhood) in GIS framework. However, it can be 
potentially extended to meso-scale evaluations. The spatial delineation of the 
portfolio is an essential first step in such a procedure. Figure 5.1 demonstrates 
the spatial components of the portfolio vulnerability assessment.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 - a) The frame delineating the spatial extension of the portfolio;                  
b) Division of the portfolio frame into spatial units 
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The frame in Figure 5.1 (a) delineates the spatial boundaries of the 
portfolio of structures to be analyzed; meanwhile, Figure 5.1 (b) demonstrates 
further division of the portfolio into smaller spatial units. As it can be observed 
from the figures, each spatial unit may consist of various buildings classes. In 
this work, a mono-class (single) spatial unit of scale 1:5000 (micro-scale, a 
neighborhood) has been considered. 
 
5.3.2. Portfolio vulnerability/fragility formulation 
The flood vulnerability/fragility9 for a spatial unit within a portfolio for 
a given limit state (ls) can be calculated as the linear combination of the 
fragility curves corresponding to the various building classes/types and 
weighted in proportion to the number of buildings in each class within the 
spatial unit in consideration: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
| | , | , i
k k
Class
f f i i f i
i i
N
P ls h P ls h Class P Class P ls h Class
N= =
= ⋅ = ⋅∑ ∑  (5.1) 
 
where P(ls|hf) is the structural vulnerability/fragility for limit state expressed 
as the conditional probability of exceeding the limit state ls given a specific 
flooding height value hf; k is number of various building classes considered in 
the spatial unit; P(ls|hf , Classi) is the structural fragility for i-th Class; N is the 
total number of structures within the spatial unit; and 
iClass
N is the number of 
structures that belong to the i-th typology. In this chapter, the procedure for 
evaluating the structural fragility for a given building class is described in 
detail. 
 
                                                     
 
9 In this work, the terms vulnerability and fragility are used interchangeably. However, 
the term fragility refers to the graphical representation of vulnerability in terms of 
fragility curves.  
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5.4 Vulnerability assessment for a single building class 
The schematic diagram in Figure 5.2 illustrates the vulnerability 
assessment procedure of a class of buildings for a prescribed limit state. 
 
Figure 5.2 - The schematic diagram of the procedure used for the assessment of the 
vulnerability of the portfolio of structures. 
 
It can be observed that the procedure is divided into three distinct 
modules: data acquisition, simulation and fragility assessment. Each of these 
modules is going to be explained herein. 
 
5.4.1. Data acquisition 
Data acquisition can be considered the first step in the procedure 
employed herein for the assessment of the flood vulnerability for a class of 
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buildings. Ideally, it is desirable to conduct an exhaustive field survey and 
map out the structural details for all the buildings in the class of structures 
considered. In the same manner, it is desirable to conduct laboratory tests, that 
mimic the construction materials and techniques in the field, in order to 
evaluate the construction materials mechanical properties. In this work --in 
lieu of exhaustive field surveys and case-specific laboratory tests-- a mix of 
alternative data sources has been exploited; namely, orthophotos, sample field 
surveys and literature results. 
  
5.4.2. The simulation routine 
Herein, an efficient simulation-based procedure is employed that relies 
on a small number of Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., in the order of 20-50). The 
final output of the simulation is a set of critical height values calculated for 
various realizations of the uncertain parameters θ . Each realization of the 
vector θ is sufficient to uniquely define the structural model and loading. In 
the following, the various steps followed in this simulation procedure is 
described. This simulation routine uses the logic-tree approach in order to 
propagate the discrete binary uncertain variables. Organization of the binary 
variables in a logic-tree, in addition to being an efficient visual representation, 
facilitates the definition of a correlation structure between various uncertain 
(binary) variables. 
 
5.4.2.1  Characterization of the uncertainties 
In general, the uncertainties in the vulnerability assessment problem can be 
attributed to the following sources: 
• In-complete information: For example, lack of case-specific laboratory tests 
on material properties and their deterioration as a result of the elongated 
contact with water. Even in the presence of tests and material properties, 
some information is going to be missing with regard to inter-building 
variability of material mechanical properties. 
• Building-to-building variability: The fragility curve for a specific structural 
class is needs to reflect the building-to-building variability in construction 
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details and geometric configuration. Strictly speaking, if an exhaustive 
detailed survey of all the buildings within the portfolio is performed, this 
category reflects the variability rather than uncertainty. However, it is 
usually not feasible to perform such an exhaustive survey on all the 
buildings within the portfolio. 
 
Let vector θ denote the set of uncertain parameters taken into account in 
the evaluation of structural fragility. These uncertain parameters reflect the 
building-to-building variability within the class, the loading and the 
mechanical material properties. The vector θ can be sub-divided into two 
categories: discrete binary uncertain variables (uncertain logical statements) 
and continuous uncertain variables.  
 
Discrete binary uncertain variables/logic statements: Table 5.1 reports the list 
of discrete binary uncertain variables/logic statements considered in the 
procedure. 
 
Presence of raised-foundation / Platform PL 
Presence of Barrier Ba 
Are the doors sufficiently water-proof DS 
Are the windows sufficiently water-proof WS 
Is There a door in the wall panel D 
Are there windows in the wall panel W 
Are there signs of material degradation DG 
Does water-born debris hit the structure DI 
Table 5.1 - Discrete binary uncertain variables considered in the procedure 
 
Examples of the uncertain binary variables considered are, presence of a 
raised foundation (platform) Pl, presence of a barrier Ba, water-tightness of the 
door DS, water-tightness of the windows WS, presence of visual signs of 
degradation in the building DG, and if the water-borne debris is going to hit 
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the structure DI10. Also the presence of openings (doors D and windows W) in 
the model wall panel is randomized. This is due to fact that in the specific 
building wall hit first by the flood (and its angle) are assumed to be unknown.  
 
Continuous uncertain variables: The continuous uncertain variables 
considered in the procedure can be classified into three categories: (1) 
parameter related to building geometry (Table 5.2); (2) parameter related to the 
mechanical material properties (Table 5.3); (3) parameter related to the 
structural loading. 
 
L (m) - wall length 
H (m) - wall height 
t (m) - wall thickness 
Lw (m) - window length 
Hw (m) - window height 
Hwfb (m) - window rise 
Ld (m) - door length 
Cd (m) - corner length 
Hf (m) - foundation rise 
Hb (m) - barrier height 
Table 5.2 - The continuous uncertain parameters: building geometry 
 
In the first category, parameters such as structural height, wall thickness, 
window length and height, window height from the bottom, door length, 
distance between the corners and the openings, the foundation (platform) 
height. As far as it regards the second category, parameters such as elastic 
modulus (E), shear elastic modulus (G) (or alternatively the Poisson ratio (ν)), 
compressive strength (fm), shear strength(τ0), flexural strength (ffl) for the wall 
panels are considered.  
                                                     
 
10 Note that this binary variable is related to flooding action due to debris impact. The 
debris impact is described in the section on flood action. The probability that debris is 
going to hit the structure is evaluated qualitatively (is not based on observed damage). 
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fm (MPa) - compression strength 
τ0 (MPa) - shear strength 
ffl (MPa) - flexural strength 
E (MPa) - linear elastic modulus 
G (MPa) - shear elastic modulus 
γ (kN/m3) - self weight 
Table 5.3 - The continuous uncertain parameters: material mechanical properties  
 
Ideally, input statistics related to structural material properties should be 
obtained based on the results of case-specific laboratory tests. The laboratory 
tests are aimed to mimic the construction materials and relevant techniques 
used in the field, in order to evaluate the main mechanical characteristics of the 
wall material. In lieu of case-specific laboratory tests, existing literature results 
can be used. If only scarce information is available on material properties, the 
uniform distribution can be used in the range between the minimum and 
maximum values of the interested parameters.  
The third category of uncertain parameters considered is the uncertain 
loading parameters. In particular, the spatial variability in parameters a and b 
related to the hydro-dynamic flood loading profile have been considered. 
These parameters describe the flooding velocity as a power-law function (a·hb) 
of flooding height at a given point, as demonstrated in Chapter 3. Herein, the 
parameter a is assumed to be fully correlated with b --through the calculated 
height/velocity pairs. Thus, in order to simulate the pair of parameters (a, b), 
only parameter b is simulated. 
 
Logic-trees: Logic-tree [14] is an efficient and visual method for modeling the 
joint probability distribution for several discrete uncertain variables 
represented as logic statements. A logic tree is consisted of nodes, branches and 
paths. Each node represents a logic statement (e.g., given value of an uncertain 
parameter). Each branch in a logic-tree represents the degree of belief 
(conditional probability) for the logic statement in the destination node given 
all the statements corresponding to the nodes along the path leading to (and 
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including) the node in the origin of the branch. For example, In Figure 5.3, the 
degrees of belief or the conditional probability values are written in grey 
characters on the corresponding branch (|, reads as given or conditional on). 
Each path in a logic-tree is consisted of nodes and branches that connect them; 
where the nodes belong to progressively increasing levels within the tree. The 
degree of belief in a path (or the joint probability for the specific values of the 
corresponding uncertain parameters) is equal to the product of the 
probabilistic corresponding to the branches that construct the path. Finally, for 
any vertical cut to the tree, the sum of the degrees of belief for all the paths 
trimmed by the cut should be equal to unity. That is, the paths trimmed by 
vertical cuts represent mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive logic 
statements. 
 
Figure 5.3 - a) logic tree for the waterproofness, b) logic tree for the modeling 
generation. 
 
 
a) b) 
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Estimating the logic-tree probabilities/degrees of belief: the operative way to 
assess the conditional probability/degree of belief for each node of the logic 
tree, consists in cataloging of the survey information, following the conditions 
imposed by path leading to the node in question. The conditional probabilities 
corresponding to each branch can be constructed by classifying progressively 
the building survey results based on the logical value (truth value) of each 
binary statement (see Table 5.5 as an example). This provides the possibility to 
take into account the correlation between uncertain parameters/logic 
statements. The input data necessary for a binary uncertain parameter/logic 
statement denoted as BV is the number r of surveyed buildings for which the 
logic statement is TRUE out of number n of all the buildings surveyed. 
Therefore, the probability π that BV is true can be calculated as a complete 
Beta-function [15]: 
 
( 1)!( | , ) (1 )
!( )!
r n rnp r n
r n r
π π π −+= −
−  
(5.2) 
 
where p(π|r,n) denotes the probability distribution for the degree of belief in 
statement BV given r "success" out of a total of n. The probability π can be 
estimated in three different ways (a) the expected value (r+1)/(n+2), (b) the 
maximum likelihood r/n or (c) sampling from the full probability distribution. 
As an example, the logical statement DG describes the existence of visual signs 
of degradation in the building. The probability π(DG) can be calculated from 
Equation (5.2) based on the proportion of buildings that reveal signs of 
degradation. If variable DG is TRUE in a given realization of vector θ, the 
material mechanical properties are going to be reduced by a prescribed 
percentage (e.g., 75%). 
 
5.4.2.2 Flood Action  
In this work, the direct structural damage induced by flooding is 
assumed to be due to hydrostatic and/or hydrodynamic pressure, and to the 
accidental action induced by the impact of waterborne debris [16].  
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The hydro-static pressure: The hydro-static pressure phs(z) is governed by 
Stevin's law, and can be calculated trough the following relation: 
 
( ) ( )hs wp z H zγ= ⋅ −  (5.3) 
 
where γw is the specific weight of water, z is the abscissa measured from the 
bottom of the structure and H is the flooding height. It should be noted that the 
special case in which the foundation is under the ground level is not 
considered; in that case, hydrostatic pressure due to the soil column should 
also be considered. 
 
The hydro-dynamic pressure: The hydrodynamic actions can be induced due 
to both flow velocity and also due to transient water level (i.e., waves). 
However, in an urban context, the hydrodynamic actions due to velocity of the 
flow seem to be more critical, as also shown in [17]. The force induced by a 
water flow with velocity v and flow discharge Q can be calculated as: 
 
( )hd d wS z C Q vρ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (5.4) 
 
where Cd is the drag coefficient (typically ranges between 1.2 and 2.0 according 
to [18]), and ρw is the mass density of the water (ρw=γw/g, with g gravity 
acceleration). Thus, the hydro-dynamic pressure at height z from the ground 
can be derived as: 
 
( ) ( )2hd d wp z C v zρ= ⋅ ⋅  (5.5) 
 
where v(z) is the flow velocity at height z. Consequently, the hydrodynamic 
pressure distribution is directly related to the velocity profile along the height. 
In lieu of detailed hydraulic calculations, the distribution of velocity along the 
height can be obtained based on simplified assumptions. Figure 5.4 below 
illustrates a typical representation of the velocity profile along a vertical 
surface. It can be observed that the maximum velocity is reached somewhat 
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below the water surface.  
 
Figure 5.4 - a) velocity profile along the height, b) approximate velocity profile  
 
In this work, an approximate velocity profile along the structural height 
is assumed as illustrated in Figure 5.4(b). This consists in adopting a parabolic 
profile that reaches the maximum velocity at the flow surface with a  vertical 
slope. The approximate parabolic profile can be written as a function of the 
flooding height: 
 
2
max
( ) 2v z z z
v h h
   = − + ⋅   
   
 (5.6) 
 
As shown in Chapter 3, the relation between maximum flooding velocity 
and maximum flooding height at any given point within the zone of interest is 
approximated with a power-law relation (of the form vmax=a∙hmaxb). This power-
law fit helps in transforming an otherwise vector-based risk assessment using 
H=[hmax , vmax] as the hazard/fragility interface variable to a scalar risk 
assessment problem using only hmax as the interface variable. 
 
The flood pressure profile: The flood pressure profile is calculated as the sum 
of the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure profiles, at a given height from 
the ground level. Figure 5.5 below illustrates the total pressure acting on the 
wall panel (the right-hand column) and its break-down into hydro-static and 
hydro-dynamic components for a set of increasing flooding heights and for 
v
z
h
h’
vmax
v
z
h
vmax
a) b)
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two alternative combinations of the pair of parameters (a and b), namely (0.3, 
1.15) and (1.5, 1.15). These two pairs of values are representative of two points 
with low flood velocity and height, and high flood velocity and low flooding 
height, respectively. 
 
a)  
b)  
Figure 5.5 - Break-down of the flood pressure profile into hydro-static and hydro-
dynamic components for two different pairs of parameters: (a) low flooding height 
and low velocity; (b) low flooding height and high velocity 
 
It can be observed that the contribution of hydro-dynamic pressure is 
significant for the case shown in Figure 5.5(b), with small flooding height and 
large flooding velocity. Generally speaking, the hydrodynamic pressure can be 
more significant for flood velocity values larger than 1 m/s. 
 
Accidental debris impact: Once the velocity profile is known, it is possible to 
calculate the debris impact forces. There are alternative formulations for the 
calculation of the impact magnitude (FEMA 1995, NAASRA 1990, AASHTO 
1998) -- leading to substantially equivalent results in the case of tree-trunk 
impact. In this work the approach outlined in FEMA (1995) has been adopted 
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to calculate the debris impact. The debris impact (FDI) can be calculated 
through the following relation: 
 
D D
DI
W vF
g t
⋅
=
⋅
 (5.7) 
 
where WD is the debris weight; vD is the debris velocity (assumed that the 
debris is waterborne, vD=vmax); g is the gravity acceleration; and t is impact 
duration. Within the simulation procedure, both the fact that the debris hits the 
structure or not and the horizontal position of the point of impact along the 
wall (in case the impact takes place) are randomized. In case the randomized 
position of impact coincides with a water-tight opening (door or window), the 
resultant force is translated to boundaries of the opening.  
 
5.4.2.3  The structural modeling 
Alternative structural analysis procedures for calculating the structural 
response to flooding actions can be found in the literature. In this section, some 
these procedures are outlined. 
The arching analysis [19], based on the identification of compression iso-
static lines, is generally used to study the out of plane response of well-
confined masonry panels. This type of analysis is not suitable when there are 
openings in the wall panel.  
An alternative approach is based on elastic analysis of mono-
dimensional [20] or bi-dimensional elements [21], up to the formation of the 
first crack. In the first case, the bearing structure is modeled through a mono-
dimensional element representative of a generic column or of a strip of a wall. 
Rigid end-zones might also be used to model the zone of higher stiffness 
concentration (intersection with other elements). In the second case the walls 
can be modeled through shell elements with specific boundary restraints (on 
one or more sides). In both cases, closed-form solutions exist for the internal 
stresses. However the modeling is very simplistic, because the openings are 
neglected. Nevertheless, the internal stress solutions can become quite 
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involved  for complicated pressure profiles. 
The limit analysis [22] can also be applied for modeling of structural 
response, both to perform mono-dimensional (i.e., the formation of plastic 
hinges) and also bi-dimensional-analysis (i.e., the yield lines or fracture lines). 
Strictly speaking, this theory is not appropriate for fragile modes of failure. 
Nevertheless, it is used for fragile systems, making appropriate assumptions 
about the failure mechanism [23]. In case of fracture line analysis, it is also 
possible to take into account the effect of openings. 
 
This work employs an elastic finite element model (FEM) in open-source 
software OpenSees [24]. Employing FEM provides the possibility of modeling 
the real geometry of the structure, taking into account the openings and 
irregularities. The structural models developed herein are consisted of two-
dimensional elastic shell finite element panels with openings (considered as 
voids). Three types of transversal boundary condition restraints are 
considered: (a) fixed end; (b) hinged; (c) free. For example, if a good 
transversal connection between two orthogonal walls is verified, wall panel 
with fixed-end restraints can be used. Based on the uncertain parameters 
related to the geometrical configuration of the buildings, four different types of 
structural models are generated. These models are distinguished based on the 
type, number and relative positioning of openings (door and windows). Figure 
5.6 below illustrates various configurations generated in the simulation 
procedure. 
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Figure 5.6 - Various structural configurations considered in the analysis (the number 
of the openings is randomized based on the wall length). 
 
Safety checking: The structural assessments for each (increasing) flooding 
height considered, consists of checking whether the section force D exceeds the 
corresponding section capacity C for the critical sections. For all the identified 
zones of stress concentration (described in detail in the next paragraph) and for 
each water height level, safety-checking is performed in terms of both shear 
force and out-of-plane bending moment. It should be noted that safety-
checking for bending moment is differentiated with respect to horizontal and 
vertical sections, due to the presence of axial forces. Denoting the flexural 
strength of a horizontal section by (MRd,H); the flexural strength of a vertical 
section by (MRd,V); and the shear strength by (VRd):  
sec 0Rd tionV A τ= ⋅  (5.8) 
,
sec
1
2 0.85Rd H m tion
N t NM
f A
 ⋅
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where Asection is the area of the section/sub-section; Hsection is the height of the 
section/sub-section, and N is the axial force acting on the section/sub-section. 
The formula for shear strength neglects interactions between shear/axial 
forces. The flexural strength for a horizontal section/sub-section in Eq. (5.9) is 
calculated assuming that the bending moment strength is reached by 
exceeding the ultimate compression strength. This is while the flexural 
strength for a vertical section/sub-section in Eq. (5.10) is calculated by 
assuming that the out-of-plane bending moment strength is reached by 
exceeding the ultimate tensile strength. 
 
Calculating the critical demand-to-capacity ratio: An iterative procedure  is 
followed for the identification of the zones high stress concentration by 
searching through prescribed critical sections. Figure 5.7 below illustrates 
various critical sections (highlighted) identified in relation to structural 
configuration and geometry.  
 
Figure 5.7 - Zones of panel in which is searched the critical section. 
 
Zones of high stress concentration may be verified due to, debris impact, 
asymmetric boundary conditions, and geometrical configurations/presence of 
openings. Strictly speaking, local stress concentrations do not necessarily 
translate into global failure mechanisms; however, – in lieu of more accurate 
information – they can be considered as precursors to failure for a brittle 
structure. For each critical section i considered, the zone(s) of high stress 
concentration are identified by: (a) discretizing in smaller sub-sections (e.g., 
with a discretization step of 25 cm); (b) calculating the demand to capacity 
ratio (for both flexure and shear), for each sub-section j of the critical section 
considered, denoted by Dji/Cji. This is done in an exhaustive manner 
considering all the possible sub-sections; (c) defining the zone(s) of high stress 
concentration as those having the largest demand to capacity ratio maxj Dji/Cji. 
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In this manner, it is possible to determine, for each water height level h, the 
critical demand to capacity ratio as the demand to capacity ratio Y(h) that takes 
the structure closer to the onset of specified limit state [25]: 
( ) max maxi j
DjiY h
Cji
=  (5.11) 
For each Monte Carlo realization of the structural model identified by 
vector θ, a value for the critical water height hcr(θ) is obtained, for a given limit 
state, defined as Y(hcr(θ))=1. The dependence of critical water-height on θ is 
dropped for convenience hereafter.  
 
5.4.2.4  Determining the critical water height 
For each limit state considered, the simulation procedure provides a set 
of critical water height values as described in the previous section.  
 
Serviceability: It is assumed that the serviceability limit state is exceeded if the 
water infiltrates inside the building. Thus, for each structural model and 
loading identified by the simulation realization θ, the critical water height 
corresponding to the limit state of serviceability is obtained based on the 
geometrical configuration (e.g., presence of a barrier or a raised foundation) 
and the overall water-tightness of the structure (established based on the 
water-tightness of doors and windows). The schematic table in Figure 5.8 
demonstrates the different hcr assigned based on structural configuration and 
water-tightness. Colored doors and windows are water-tight. Conversely, 
white doors and windows are not water-tight.  
 
Structural Collapse: For each simulation realization identified by vector of 
uncertain parameters θ, the critical flooding height for the limit state of 
collapse is determined based on safety-checking in various control sections 
strategically located in the wall corners or close to the openings (described in 
detail in previous section). It should be noted that if the structure does not 
reach the onset of collapse limit state through the incremental flood loading 
analysis, a sentinel value (a large number) is assigned to the critical height. The 
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schematic table in Figure 5.8 summarizes various situations that may arise for 
different simulation realizations with the following symbols: 
A. Considering only hydrostatic loading along the height of the structure; 
B. Considering only hydrostatic loading up to the windows' level; 
C. Considering only hydrostatic loading up to the height of the barrier 
D. Assigning a sentinel value (a very large number) as the critical height; 
E. Considering hydrostatic, hydrodynamic and probably debris impact11 
actions along the height of the structure; 
F. Considering hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, and eventually debris impact 
actions up to the height of the windows (for higher elevations the 
hydrostatic pressure is neglected). Note that the loading on the 
windows is not considered in this particular case since they are not 
water-tight (as can be seen in the figure). 
G. Considering only hydrodynamic action (eventually accompanied by 
debris impact) along the height of the structure, unloading the 
openings (since they are not water-tight); 
 
                                                     
 
11 Recall that debris impact is considered with a given probability described in the 
section on binary variables. 
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Figure 5.8 - Evaluation of critical flooding height in various situations 
corresponding to possible Monte Carlo extractions 
 
Life Safety: As mentioned before, the life safety limit state is a hybrid limit 
state that combines structural collapse considerations and life-safety 
considerations due to presence of water. In fact, for each simulation realization 
identified by vector θ, the critical water height is calculated as the more critical 
between (i.e., the minimum value) critical value calculated for the limit state of 
collapse and a prescribed nominal value marking a life-threatening water level 
inside the building. Figure 5.8 reports the various situations that may arise 
during the simulation process --as a function of building geometry and water-
tight properties. 
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The nominal life-threatening water height: This nominal value depends on 
many factors, namely, presence/absence of flood warning systems, building 
type, community preparedness, flood risk governance, and demographical 
aspects (e.g., the children and the elderly are more vulnerable). A recent study 
[2] demonstrates that, for flooding with rapidly rising water level,  flooding 
height of around 1.5 m corresponds to a 50% mortality rate (i.e., 50% of the 
exposed people risk their life). In this work, a nominal flooding height value of 
1m is chosen that, according to the above-mentioned study, corresponds to a 
mortality rate of about 10%12.  
 
5.4.3. The fragility assessment 
The simulation procedure leads to set of critical height values 
corresponding to each simulation realization. At this stage, one could already 
construct a fragility curve based on the (empirical) distribution of the critical 
height values. However, given the many sources of uncertainty present in the 
vulnerability assessment problem, it is desirable construct an analytic 
probability model based on the set of critical height values. This probability 
model would also lead to establishing a plus/minus one standard deviation 
confidence interval (as a function of the number of simulations) around the 
expected value of plausible analytic fragility curves called herein as robust 
fragility curve [26, 27]. In the following, the various steps leading to the 
estimation of robust fragility curves are described. 
 
5.4.3.1  The analytical fragility curve 
For each limit state considered, the simulation procedure provides a set 
of critical water height values as described in the previous section. These 
critical water height values are used then as data in order to calculate, using 
Bayesian parameter estimation [28], the posterior probability distribution for 
                                                     
 
12 Assuming that an informal settlement is likely to have poor flooding emergency 
preparedness. This assumption is validated to a large degree for the zone of the case-
study. 
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the parameters of prescribed analytic fragility functions. Finally, the robust 
fragility [26, 27] is calculated as the expected fragility based on the posterior 
probability distribution calculated for the parameters of the prescribed analytic 
fragility functions. Note that this posterior probability distribution can be 
interpreted as degrees of belief in the analytic fragility model that is defined 
based on a specific set of parameters. Three analytical fragility models are 
adopted herein, corresponding to each of the three limit states considered:  
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where parameters π0, ηSE and βSE reported after the conditioning sign (|) are 
the three parameters that define the analytic probability distribution/fragility 
function for the serviceability (SE) limit state; 1-π0 is the probability that the 
serviceability critical height is equal to zero; ηSE and βSE are median and 
logarithmic standard deviation for the critical water height given that the 
critical water height is greater than zero for (SE). Meanwhile, for the collapse 
(CO) limit state, only two parameters denoted by ηCO and βCO are defined as 
the median and logarithmic standard deviation for the critical water height, 
respectively. 1-π is the probability that the life safety (LS) critical water height 
is equal to a nominal prescribed value; ηSL and βSL are respectively the median 
and the logarithmic standard deviation for the critical water height given that 
the critical water height is assigned nominally; Φ(.) denotes the standard 
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Gaussian (Normal) cumulative probability distribution and I0(hf) and I(hf) are 
index functions defined as follows: 
 
(SE) ( )0
0 0
1 0
f
f
f
if h
I h
if h
=
=  >
 (5.15) 
(LS) ( ) min
min
0 ( )
1 ( )
f no al
f
f no al
if h h LS
I h
if h h LS
≤
=  >
 (5.16) 
 
where I0(hf) and I(hf) depict two step functions identified respectively by zero 
(Figure 5.9a) and the nominal water height (hnominal(LS)) (Figure 5.9d). Note that 
the derivative I functions is equal to the Dirac delta function at h=0 and 
h=hnominal(LS). 
 
 
Figure 5.9 - schematic diagrams of: a) step function for SE; b) the Lognormal CDF for 
SE; c) the three-parameter CDF for SE; d) step function for LS; e) the Lognormal CDF 
for SL; f) the three-parameter CDF for SL  
 
The analytical fragility model proposed in Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.14) can be 
interpreted as an application of the total probability theorem [29] on the two 
mutually exclusive outcomes marked by probabilities π0 and π. The probability 
distributions in Eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) are also known as the three-parameter 
distributions [29, 30] which are bi-modal probability density functions 
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(PDF)/cumulative distribution functions (CDF) expressed as a linear 
combination of a Lognormal PDF/CDF and a Dirac delta function/step 
function. In particular, the three-parameter cumulative distribution function 
expressed in Eq. (5.12) and illustrated in Figure 5.9 (c) is a linear combination 
(with weight π0) of the step function I0(hf) depicted in Figure 5.9 (a) and the 
Lognormal CDF depicted in Figure 5.9 (b). In a similar manner, the three-
parameter cumulative distribution function expressed in Eq. (5.14) and 
illustrated in Figure 5.9 (f) is a linear combination (with weight π) of the step 
function I(hf) depicted in Figure 5.9 (d) and the Lognormal CDF depicted in 
Figure 5.9 (e). 
 
5.4.3.2 Updating analytical fragility parameters 
Denoting the parameters of the analytic fragility function as χ = [η,β] for 
the collapse limit state and χ = [π,η,β] for the other two limit states, the joint 
probability distribution for the vector of parameters χ can be denoted  as p(χ). 
Using Bayesian updating, the probability distribution p(χ) for the parameters 
of the fragility function can be updated using formulas described in [28] based 
on the set of critical height values obtained from simulation. The updated 
probability distribution can be denoted as p(χ|Hc) where Hc is the vector of n  
critical height values obtained through n simulations. Below, the Bayesian 
updating procedure used for updating the parameters of the three-parameter 
distribution (used for limit states SE and LS) is described. The bi-parametric 
updating procedure for the CO limit state can be considered a special case. 
 
Assuming independence between the pair (η,β) and π, the term p(χ|Hc), 
can be written as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )| , | |p p pη β π= ⋅ cχ H H Hc c  (5.17) 
 
where p(η,β|Hc) denotes the joint probability density distribution for 
parameters η and β given the vector of critical height values Hc, and can be 
written as [28]: 
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 
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c
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H
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(5.18) 
 
where k is a normalization factor; n is the number of simulations; ν=n-1 is the 
degree of freedom; log HC�������� is the sample average for log HC, and νs2 is sum of 
the squares of the residuals calculated based on the sample average value.  
The term p(π|Hc) can be calculated from the complete-Beta function 
represented in Eq. (5.2), replacing n by the number of simulations and r by the 
number of simulations in which the critical height value is not assigned 
nominally. 
 
5.4.3.3  The robust fragilities 
Finally, the robust fragility is calculated as the expected value of the 
analytic function F(hf|χ) in Eq. (5.12), Eq. (5.13) or Eq. (5.14), over the entire 
domain of vector χ and according to the updated joint probability distribution 
p(χ|Hc): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )| | | |f f fF h E F h F h p d χ
Ω
 = = ⋅ ⋅  ∫ cHχ χ χ Hc  (5.19) 
where E[.] is the expected value operator and Ω is the domain of the vector χ. 
The variance σ2 in fragility estimation can be calculated as:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )
222 | | |f f fF h E F h E F hσ      = −        
χ χ χ  (5.20) 
 
where E[F(hf|χ)]2 can be calculated from Eq. (5.19) replacing F(hf|χ) with 
F(hf|χ)2. 
 
Simulation-based calculation of the robust fragility: Monte Carlo simulation 
can also be used for calculating the robust fragility from integral in Equation 
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(5.19). This consists of generating N various realizations of vector χ based on 
the posterior probability distribution p(χ|Hc). This leads to generation of N 
plausible fragility curves. The statistics of these curves (e.g., mean, standard 
deviation, various percentiles) can then be calculated from the generated 
fragility curves. In particular, the 16%, 50% (median), and 84% fragility curves 
can be obtained this way. Hereafter, the 16%, 50% and 84/ fragility curves are 
going to be referred to as the robust fragility curves. 
 Simulating χ  based on its probability distribution p(χ|Hc), assuming 
independence between the couple (η,β) and π, entails separate simulation of 
(η,β) and π. In order to simulate the pair (η,β) according to its distribution 
p(η,β|Hc), β is first simulated from its marginal distribution p(β|Hc): 
 
( ) ( )
2
1
2| ' exp 2
sp k ν νβ β
β
− +
 
= ⋅ − 
  
c
c
H
H
Hc  
(5.21) 
 
Conditioning on the simulated value β,  η is then simulated based on the 
conditional probability density function p(η|β,Hc):  
 
( ) ( )
0.52 2
2
21| , exp log log
2
np
n
π β
η β η
η β
−
   ⋅
 = ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − 
      
c
c
c
H
H
H
H Hc c  
(5.22) 
 
As mentioned above, π can be simulated from its marginal distribution 
(Equation 5.2). 
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5.5 Application: the case of Suna, Dar es Salaam 
The probability-based methodology presented in this chapter for 
vulnerability assessment for a class of structure is applied to a portfolio of 
informal settlements located in Suna Subward, Dar es Salaam City. The 
informal settlements located in this neighborhood reveal similar 
characteristics. For instance, they are all one-storey buildings, use cement 
stabilized bricks as wall material, and have a roof system made up of 
corrugated iron sheets and wooden/iron beams. Moreover, the houses in this 
neighborhood, have similar geometrical patterns (the so-called Mozambique-
style housing). As common adapting strategies, a significant portion of the 
inhabitants tend to build a barrier in front of the door or to build the house on 
a raised foundation (platform). The windows and doors are generally not 
water-tight. 
 
5.5.1. Data acquisition 
The portfolio of informal settlements in Suna is identified by overlaying 
the map of the case-study areas with flood profiles depicted in Figure 3.5. The 
GIS-based boundary recognition procedure (described in Chapter 2) provides 
the plan dimensions for each building in the portfolio of buildings considered. 
A sample field survey on 100 buildings is conducted by the Institute of Human 
Settlements Studies (IHSS), Ardhi University, Dar es Salaam. It can be 
observed that buildings have more-or-less similar characteristics in terms of 
construction material used for walls and roof. Almost all of the buildings seem 
to constructed with 460x230x125 mm cement blocks; wooden or iron beams are 
used as roof beams covered by corrugated iron sheets. Moreover, the blocks 
are systematically placed in such a way that the wall thickness observed 
throughout the surveyed buildings is around 140 mm (including the width of 
the plaster, if present). Two types of doors have been used in the area, wooden 
doors and iron doors. While the former seem to be quite ineffective in 
preventing infiltrations, the latter seems to be able to prevent water-seepage. In 
general, given the warm climate, the windows are without glass and are 
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covered by wired net or sheets of plastic which seem quite ineffective in 
preventing infiltrations. As adaptation strategies, the use of cement barriers or 
cement raised foundation/platforms can be identified.  
The material mechanical properties are based on existing literature for 
cement hollow bricks with a voids percentage between 45% and 65% are 
reported in Table 5.4 
 
Material Type 
fm 
(MPa) 
Min - Max 
τ0 
(MPa) 
Min - Max 
E 
(MPa) 
Min - Max 
G 
(MPa) 
Min - Max 
γ 
(kN/m3) 
Hollow space  
45% - 65% 1.5 2.0 0.095 0.12 1200 1600 300 400 12 
Hollow space  
< 45% 3.0 4.4 0.18 0.24 2400 3520 600 880 14 
Table 5.4 - Cement stabilized blocks available in literature [31] 
 
5.5.2. The characterization of uncertainties 
Discrete binary uncertain variables/logic statements: Table 5.5 reports the list 
of discrete binary uncertain variables/logic statements considered and the 
related input of the procedure. Examples of the uncertain binary variables 
considered are, presence of a raised foundation or presence of a platform (Pl), 
presence of a barrier (Ba), water-tightness of the door (DS), water-tightness of 
the windows (WS), and presence of a visual degradation in the building. It can 
be noted that also the presence of openings in the model wall panel is 
randomized. This is due to fact that for the procedure, the specific building 
wall hit first by the flood (and its angle) are assumed to be unknown. The 
vulnerability assessment module uses the logic-tree approach in order to 
propagate the uncertainties in discrete binary uncertain variables listed in 
Table 5.5. One of the advantages of organizing the binary variables in a logic-
tree is the possibility to define the correlation between various uncertain 
variables. Such correlation structure can be observed in the way the survey 
data is progressively classified in Table 5.5 below.   
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n° OF SURVEYED BUILDINGS  100 
n° of buildings with visual degrading DG 0 
n° of buildings with Pl 30 
n° of buildings with Ba given Pl 10 
n° of buildings with Ba given not Pl 50 
n° of buildings with DS given Pl and Ba  5 
n° of buildings with DS given Pl and not Ba 15 
n° of buildings with DS given not Pl and Ba 30 
n° of buildings with DS given not Pl, not Ba 8 
n° of buildings with WS given Pl, Ba, and DS 2 
n° of buildings with WS given Pl, not Ba, and DS 5 
n° of buildings with WS given not Pl, Ba, and DS 10 
n° of buildings with WS given not Pl, not Ba, and DS 3 
n° OF SURVEYED WALLS  400 
n° of walls with D 100 
n° of walls with W given D  80 
n° of walls with W given not D  200 
Table 5.5 - Structural detailing parameters expressed as discrete binary uncertain 
variables 
 
Estimating the logic-tree probabilities/degrees of belief: The probability π 
that each logical statement reported in Table 5.5 is TRUE can be calculated 
from the complete-Beta function in Equation (5.2), based on n field survey 
sheets (r is the number of survey sheets for which the binary variable/logical 
statement in question in TRUE). These probability/degrees of belief are going 
to be used next in the simulation routine. As much as it regards the estimation 
of π, there are three possibilities: a) using the mode of the distribution in Eq. 
(5.24): π =r/n; b) using the expected value π =(r+1)/(n+2), or c) sampling 
directly from the probability distribution.  
For instance, Figure 5.10 below shows the probability of having the 
raised platform, according to the data shown in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.10 - Three alternative possibilities for estimating the probability that the 
building has a raised platform: the entire distribution, the maximum likelihood 
estimate and the expected value 
 
Continuous uncertain variables: Table 5.6, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 list the 
continuous uncertain variables considered. It can be observed that the 
continuous variables considered can be classified into two categories: (1) 
parameters related to the building geometry; (2) parameters related to the 
mechanical material properties; (3) parameters related to the modeling of flood 
action.  
Geometrical property Distribution type 
Mean 
Min 
Standard Deviation 
Max 
L (m) - wall length Normal 11.17 3.39 
H (m) - wall height Uniform 2.50 3.50 
t (m) - wall thickness deterministic 0.125 0.00 
Lw (m) - window length Uniform 0.80 1.20 
Hw (m) - window height Uniform 0.80 1.00 
Hwfb (m) - window rise Uniform 0.80 1.20 
Ld (m) - door length Uniform 0.80 1.20 
Cd (m) - corner length Uniform 0.80 0.90 
Hf (m) - foundation rise Normal 0.45 0.15 
Hb (m) - barrier height Uniform 0.10 1.00 
Table 5.6 - Continuous uncertain parameters related to building geometry 
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In lieu of case-specific laboratory tests, existing literature results is used 
for the mechanical properties of cement-stabilized bricks. No correlation 
among the parameters has been considered. Uniform distribution is used when 
data is available only on the range of a variable (i.e., a lower and an upper 
bound). Wall thickness is assumed to be deterministic and equal to the 
thickness of the cement bricks (125mm). The parameters of the Normal 
probability distributions for the height of the raised platform or the barrier are 
obtained based on the histogram of the observed data from the survey results.  
 
Mechanical properties 
Distribution 
type 
Mean 
Min 
Standard Deviation 
Max 
fm (MPa) - compression strength Uniform 1.50 2.00 
τ0 (MPa) - shear strength Uniform 0.095 0.12 
ffl (MPa) - flexural strength Uniform 0.14 0.40 
E (MPa) - linear elastic modulus Uniform 1200 1600 
G (MPa) - shear elastic modulus Uniform 500 667 
γ (kN/m3) - self weight Uniform 11 13 
Table 5.7 - Continuous uncertain parameters related to material mechanical 
properties (cement-stabilized bricks) 
 
Loading parameter Distribution type Median Standard Deviation 
b Lognormal 1.57 0.54 
a Fully correlated with b(13) 
Table 5.8 - Continuous uncertain parameters related to loading parameters 
 
5.5.3. Preliminary analysis results 
Before showing the results of the complete simulation procedure, the 
fragility curves for the four wall typologies/configurations taken into account 
                                                     
 
13 b is sampled from a marginal probability distribution fitted to various (a, b) data 
pairs calculated based on the inundation profile. Therefore, after simulating b from its 
probability distribution, the closest (a, b) pair is taken. 
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in this thesis are demonstrated in this section. For each wall typology (i.e., 
without openings, with windows and doors, with only windows, and with 
only a door) and given that the building is sufficiently water-tight, all other 
uncertain variable in the vector θ are simulated based on n=50 Monte Carlo 
simulations. The resulting fragility curves for the limit state of collapse are 
then calculated based on different wall boundary conditions and flood loading 
combinations. 
 
In Figure 5.11, the fragility curves for the collapse limit state, for the 
above-mentioned four wall typologies are plotted. The wall boundary 
conditions correspond to good foundation-wall connection (fixed-end) and 
moderate transversal connection with the other walls (hinged). Three different 
loading combination are taken into account: hydrostatic (HS), hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic (HS+HD) and hydrodynamic with debris impact (HS+HD+DI), 
plotted as, blue solid line, red dashed line and green dotted line, respectively.   
 
For the case study area, flooding velocity is not so high as to influence 
the structural response. Therefore, the fragility curves for the hydrostatic only 
and hydrostatic plus hydrodynamic loads are quite similar. This is due the fact 
that the flooding height/velocity relationship for most of points in Suna, 
resemble points P1 and P3 shown in Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3. To have a 
significant difference between the loading combinations HS and HS+HD, the 
height/velocity relationship should resemble point P2. 
 
It can be observed that debris impact leads to significantly higher 
fragility values, in the presence of openings. However, for a solid wall with no 
openings, the three loading combinations lead to similar fragility values. The 
presence of openings seems to have undesirable effects on structural 
performance due to both local stress concentrations close to the openings and 
also eventual reduction in the resisting section. 
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Figure 5.11 - Fragility curves for the four wall typologies and three loading 
combinations: hinged on the sides 
 
In Figure 5.12 the fragility curves for the same four wall typologies and 
three loading combination are demonstrated; the only difference is that the 
walls are modeled as fixed on the sides. Overall, the trend in the fragility 
curves in very similar to Figure 5.11. However, the fragility values are higher 
with respect to the corresponding cases with hinged sides. This can be justified 
by hypothetically higher stress concentration around the restrained sides. Since 
in the case study area (Suna), the transverse connection between the walls does 
not seem satisfactory, the hinged assumption (Figure 5.11) seems more 
plausible. 
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Figure 5.12 - Fragility curves for the four wall typologies and three loading 
combinations: fixed in the sides 
 
In order to demonstrate the potential significance of the hydrodynamic 
loading, fragility curves for the same wall configurations (with hinged sides) 
and loading combinations as above are plotted in Figure 5.13, for flooding 
height/velocity relation similar to point P2 in Figure 3.4. It can be observed 
that in this situation, the fragility curves corresponding to HS+HD and 
HS+HD+DI are quite similar. 
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Figure 5.13 - Fragility curves for the four wall typologies and three loading 
combinations: hinged on the sides, considering the flooding height/velocity 
relationship similar to point P2 in Figure 3.4 
 
5.5.4. Numerical results 
In this section, the robust fragility curves for the three limit states SE,CO 
and SL are discussed. These fragility curves are calculated by following the full 
simulation procedure based on the vector of uncertain parameters θ , reported 
in Table 5.5, Table 5.6, Table 5.7 and Table 5.8. The probabilities/degrees of 
belief associated to the binary uncertain parameters/logic statements are both 
estimated as the maximum likelihood and also sampled directly from the 
corresponding probability distribution (as in Equation 5.2). 
 
Maximum likelihood estimate: The robust fragility curves for the three limit 
states in question are calculated based on 20 extractions. The percentile 
fragility curves are calculated by using the simulation-based procedure 
described in Section 5.4.3.3. The thin gray curves are 100 simulated plausible 
fragility curves; the thick red line is the median fragility; and the thick dashed 
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black curves are the 16th and 84th percentile fragility curves, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 - The robust fragility curves (SE)   
 
 
Figure 5.15 - The robust fragility curves (LS) 
 
In Figure 5.16, the robust fragility curves for the limit state of collapse are 
shown. Moreover, the empirical CDF obtained based on 200 simulations (the 
blue jagged curve) is also plotted. It can be observed that the empirical fragility 
based on 200 simulations is well-contained by the 16th-84th percentile 
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fragilities based on 20 simulations. 
 
  
Figure 5.16 - The robust fragility curves (20 simulations) and the empirical fragility 
curve calculated based on 200 simulations (CO) 
 
Simulating from the entire distribution: The robust fragility curves for the 
three limit states defined before obtained based on 20 extractions are shown in 
the following. The resulting fragility curves (represented by thin grey, thick 
red and thick dashed black lines) are defined in the previous paragraph. 
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Figure 5.17 - The robust fragility curves (SE): sampling from the full distribution 
 
Figure 5.18 - The robust fragility curves (SL): sampling from the full distribution 
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Figure 5.19 - The robust fragility curves (sampling from the full distribution, 20 
extractions) and the empirical fragility curve calculated based on 200 simulations 
(CO) 
 
In Figure 5.20, it can be observed that the fragility curves obtained by 
sampling the probabilities from the entire distribution have larger dispersion 
with respect to those calculated based on the maximum likelihood estimates 
for collapse and life safety limit states. It should be noted that the initial step in 
the fragility curves for serviceability in Figure 5.20(a) represent roughly the 
percentage of simulations for which the critical water height is equal to zero 
(i.e., combination of no raised platform, no barrier, and wooden non water-
tight doors). This percentage can be highly sensitive to the number of 
simulations (compare for example Figures 5.20(a) and Figure 5.21, the only 
difference is the number of extractions). Therefore, the fragility curve for 
serviceability should be ideally calculated with a large number of simulations. 
This is feasible, considering that the critical height values for serviceability are 
"assigned" (not calculated by structural analysis) based on structural 
configuration and water-tight properties. 
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a)  b)  
c)  
Figure 5.20 - Overlay of the median fragilities for the three limit states considered 
for the two typology of extraction 
 
In order to study the effect of number of simulations, the robust fragility 
curves for the three limit states in question, are obtained based on 50 
extractions, by sampling the probability values (for the binary variable) 
directly from their probability distributions. The results are plotted in Figure 
5.21, Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.21 - The robust fragility curves (SE): sampling from the full distribution, 50 
extractions 
 
 
Figure 5.22 - The robust fragility curves (SL): sampling from the full distribution, 50 
extraction 
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Figure 5.23 - The robust fragility curves (sampling from the full distribution, 50 
extractions) and the empirical fragility curve calculated based on 500 simulations 
(CO) 
 
In Figure 5.23 for the collapse limit state, the empirical fragility curve (blue 
jagged line) is obtained based on 500 simulations. It can be observed that the 
simulated (plausible) fragility curves are less dispersed (with respect to the 
previous case with 20 extractions) and manage to capture the fragility curve 
obtained based on 500 simulations. This is interesting since the simulated 
curves (grey lines) are obtained (easily and quickly) by sampling from the 
updated probability distribution p(χ|Hc) (Equations 5.21 and 5.22). 
Meanwhile, obtaining the empirical fragility curve based on 500 simulation is 
quite time-consuming and involves 500 times the number of water height 
levels finite element structural analyses --around 10 times the number of 
analyses for the robust fragility curves in this case.   
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Chapter 6  
URBAN FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
 
 
This chapter is dedicated to flood risk assessment in the urban areas in a 
bi-scale approach. On one hand, risk assessment in the micro-scale is discussed. 
This involves calculating various risk metrics, by integrating micro-scale 
flooding hazard (see Chapter 3) and portfolio vulnerability (see Chapter 5), for 
different points of interest.  On the other hand, a meso-scale approach to risk 
assessment is presented. The meso-scale flood risk assessment is finalized 
towards the delineation of flood-prone areas, the identification of urban 
flooding hot-spots, and evaluating the potential exposure to risk. In the 
following, both approaches are described. 
 
6.1 Meso-scale flood risk assessment 
Urban hot spots can be defined as the zones likely to be exposed to 
climate-related extreme events such as flooding. Arguably, identifying urban 
flooding hot spots is one of the first steps in an integrated methodology for 
urban planning and risk management. The delineation of urban hotspots does 
not only provide useful information for policy makers but it can also be useful 
as supporting information for indicating future urban dynamics and trends. 
Figure 6.1 illustrates a schematic representation of an urban hot spot identified 
as R (standing for risk) as an area in which high probability of occurrence of 
climate related events identified as H (standing for hazard) coincides with 
areas of high vulnerability identified as V (such as sensitive buildings or major 
roads).  
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Figure 6.1 - Hazard (H), Vulnerability (V) and Risk (R), the concept of an urban hot-
spot. 
 
This work employs three GIS-based frameworks for identifying the 
urban hot spots for residential buildings and urban corridors (i.e., major 
roads). This is performed by overlaying a map of potentially flood prone areas 
(identified by the topographic wetness index, TWI), a map of urban 
morphology types (UMT) classified as residential or as urban corridors, and a 
geo-spatial census dataset for demographic information (e.g., population 
density). The topographic wetness index [1] allows for the delineation of a 
portion of a hydrographic basin potentially exposed to flood inundation by 
identifying all the areas characterized by a topographic index that exceed a 
given threshold.  
The urban morphological types [2, 3] (see Chapter 2) form the foundation 
of a classification scheme which brings together facets of urban form and 
function. Once an appropriate UMT classification scheme is established for a 
particular study area, individual UMT units can be delineated using aerial 
photography and other geospatial data sources. UMT units are often mapped 
at a ‘meso’-scale (i.e. between the city level and that of the individual units). 
This makes them a suitable basis for the spatial analysis of cities. 
 
The TWI threshold is calibrated within the basin through a Bayesian 
parameter estimation framework shown in Chapter 4. In particular, the 
Bayesian parameter estimation enables a probabilistic characterization of the 
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threshold by calculating the complementary probability of false delineation of 
flood prone zones as a function of various threshold values. For a given return 
period, the probability of false delineation is calculated as the sum of the 
probability of indicating a zone flood prone, while it is not indicated as such by 
the inundation profile, and the probability that a zone is indicated as not flood 
prone but indicated as flood prone by the inundation profile. Applying the 
above-mentioned procedure, taking into account all available information on 
the inundation profiles for various zones within the basin, leads to a 
probability distribution for the TWI threshold value. It should be mentioned 
that the flood prone areas identified herein are not differentiated with respect 
to the spatial variation in flooding hazard within the area. A recent work by 
Degiorgis et al. [4] employs pattern classification techniques for the delineation 
of flood-prone areas and hazard graduation within these areas based on 
remote-sensed data. 
 
In the next step, the urban residential flooding hot spots are determined 
in the GIS environment by overlaying the map of TWI and the UMT units 
classified as residential for various percentiles of the TWI threshold. 
Additional information related to exposure such as population density and 
demographic information can be integrated by overlaying geo-spatial datasets 
created based on Census data. Differences in exposure characteristics can be 
assessed for a range of different residential types, including for example 
between condominium/multi-storey, single storey stone/concrete and areas 
predominantly associated with informal constructions. For each percentile 
value considered, the delineated flood-prone residential areas and the number 
of people potentially affected to flooding are calculated.  
 
6.1.1. The case of Addis Ababa 
The urban morphology types for Addis Ababa are classified and 
delineated based on aerial photos acquired in December 2010. Below in Figure 
6.2, the high level UMT map for Addis Ababa is shown.  
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Figure 6.2 - High level UMT map for Addis Ababa (2011) 
 
There is a large area devoted to agriculture (Figure 6.2). In 2006, field 
crops alone made up over one quarter of the area of the Addis Ababa study 
area, by far the largest area associated with a single sub-UMT category [5]. 
Around one third of the city is associated with UMT's classified as residential; 
among which, the mud/wood construction has the largest proportion (46%). 
About 3.4% of the city area is covered by major road corridors (i.e. with a 
width bigger than 15m). Although there is some evidence of an urban core, the 
UMT map provides further evidence of Addis Ababa’s multi-nucleated 
character [6]. There is a large proportion of bare land (9%); at least some of 
which is likely to be associated with future urban development. More detailed 
information about the identification of UMT sub-categories and the delineation 
of the UMT units for the city of Addis Ababa is available in [5].  
 
 
Identification of urban hotspots by overlaying the TWI, UMT and Census 
datasets: Three spatial datasets, namely, the map of flood prone areas, the 
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urban morphology units classified as residential or major road corridors, and 
2007 geo-spatial Census dataset for Addis Ababa have been overlaid in order 
to estimate flood exposure to flooding expressed as the estimated number of 
affected people. 
 
The residential UMT: The spatial units characterized as residential cover 
about 35% of the entire city surface; in which about 46% of the population is 
concentrated. This category is further divided in three sub-categories: a) 
condominium and multi-storey buildings (covering  5.3% of the city surface 
and containing 4 % of the population), b) villa and single storey stone/concrete 
buildings (covering 13.3% of the city surface and containing  16% of the 
population), and c) mud and wood construction (covering  16.1% of the city 
surface and containing  26% of the population).  
Figure 6.3 illustrates the delineated urban hotspots (the colored zones), 
obtained by overlaying the UMT, the TWI, and the geo-spatial dataset on 
population density obtained from the City census (2007), for different 
estimates of TWI threshold.  
 
a)  b)  
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c)  d)  
e)  f)  
Figure 6.3 - The urban residential flood hot spots delineated for different TWI 
thresholds: a) residential area, b)16th percentile, c) τ−ML, d) maximum likelihood,      
e) 50th percentile, f) τ+ML. 
 
Table 6.1 below demonstrates the percentage of residential area affected 
by flooding (the areal extent of hot spots illustrated in Figure 6.3 normalized 
by total residential area) and the percentage of people that live in the 
residential area affected (estimated population normalized by total population 
in the residential area), for different estimates of the TWI threshold. 
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% of 
Residential τML τ16 τ50 τ
−
ML τ+ML 
Area 4.6% 22.2% 3.07% 6.0% 2.7% 
People 6.0% 26.9% 3.7% 7.1% 3.3% 
Table 6.1 - Exposure to flooding risk in terms of the estimated percent of residential 
area and people affected by flooding 
 
As shown in Figure 6.4, the functional relationship between the TWI 
threshold and the number of affected people is monotonically decreasing. 
Therefore, based on the invariance property of percentiles [7] when the 
mapping function is monotonically increasing or decreasing, the 16th percentile 
of the TWI threshold translates into 84th percentile of the number of affected 
people and vice versa14. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 - TWI threshold - number of people 
 
                                                     
 
14 Assuming that the estimation of the TWI threshold is the only source of uncertainty. 
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Table 6.2 shows that the percentages of the total Addis Ababa population 
affected by floods associated with τ50 and τ16 range from 1.7% to 12.5%. This  
can be interpreted as the 50th and 84th percentiles of the ratio of number of 
people (in the residential areas) potentially affected by flooding to the total city 
population.  
 
% of City τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
People 2.6% 12.5% 1.7% 3.3% 1.5% 
Table 6.2 - Exposure to flooding risk in terms of the estimated percent of residential 
people affected by flooding respect to the entire city population 
 
Discussion: The pie chart shown in Figure 6.5 below illustrates the 
percentage breakdown of the areal extent of the residential flood hot spots 
(corresponding to τML equal to 17.05) in terms of different residential sub-
classes; namely, a) condominium/multi-storey, b) single storey stone/concrete 
and c) mud/wood construction. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 - Breakdown of the residential hot-spot in terms of flood prone residential 
area and people affected by flooding in the residential area. 
 
It can be observed that 67% of the population in the flood prone 
residential area lives in mud and wood constructions (constituting 51% of the 
total residential area). These constructions are particularly vulnerable to 
flooding. 
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The major road corridors UMT: The UMT class "major road corridors" 
covers about 3.4% of the whole city surface. Below in Figure 6.6, the delineated 
urban road corridor hotspots (the red zones) are shown for different estimates 
of TWI threshold. 
 
a)  b)  
c)  d)  
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e)  f)  
Figure 6.6 - The urban corridor hot spots for flooding delineated for different TWI 
thresholds: a) residential area, b)16th percentile, c) τ−ML, d)maximum likelihood,    
e) 50th percentile, f) τ+ML. 
 
Table 6.3 below reports the percentage of roads affected by flooding 
(estimated as the extent of red hot spots illustrated in Figure 6.6 normalized by 
total urban corridors area) for different estimates of the TWI threshold. 
 
% of Urban τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
Corridors Area 5.2% 23.4% 3.4% 6.9% 2.9% 
Table 6.3 - Exposure assessment in terms of urban corridors 
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6.1.2. The case of Dar es Salaam 
The urban morphology types for Dar es Salaam are classified and 
delineated based on aerial photos acquired in December 2010. Below in Figure 
6.7, the high level UMT map for Dar is shown.  
 
 
Figure 6.7 - High level UMT map for Dar es Salaam. 
 
Identification of urban hotspots by overlaying the TWI and UMT datasets: The 
urban hot spots can be delineated by overlaying the flood prone areas and the 
urban morphology units classified as residential or major road corridors. 
Furthermore, integrating information from census results and/or field 
surveys/interviews, it will be also possible to estimate the exposure to 
flooding expressed as the estimated number of affected people. 
 
The residential UMT: The spatial units characterized as residential cover 
about the 47% of the entire city surface; in which about the 60% of the 
population is concentrated. This category is further divided in five sub-
categories: a) condominium and multi-storey buildings (cover the 0.2% of the 
city surface and contain the 0.5 % of the population), b) villa and single storey 
stone/concrete buildings (cover the 7.8% of the city surface and contain the 
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17% of the population), c) mud and wood construction (cover the 0.4% of the 
city surface and contain the 2% of the population), d) scattered settlements 
(cover the 25% of the city surface and contain the 5.3% of the population) and 
e) mixed residential (cover the 13% of the city and contain the 36% of the 
population).  
Figure 6.8 illustrates the delineated urban hotspots (the colored zones), 
obtained by overlaying the UMT and the TWI datasets, for different estimates 
of TWI threshold.  
 
a)  b)  
c)   d)  
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e)  f)  
Figure 6.8 - The urban residential hot spots for flooding delineated for different 
TWI thresholds: a) residential area, b)16th percentile, c) τ−ML, d)maximum likelihood, 
e) 50th percentile, f) τ+ML. 
 
Furthermore, the information on population density obtained from the 
city Census is integrated in order to estimate the number of affected people by 
flooding for different statistics of the TWI threshold. Table 6.4 below 
demonstrates the percentage of residential area affected by flooding (the areal 
extent of hot spots illustrated in Figure 6.8 normalized by total residential area) 
and the percentage of people that live in the residential area affected 
(estimated population normalized by total population in the residential area), 
for different estimates of the TWI threshold. 
 
% of 
Residential τML τ16 τ50 τ
−
ML τ+ML 
Area 3.45% 23.08% 3.53% 4.93% 1.31% 
People 6.35% 37.76% 6.48% 9.14% 2.44% 
Table 6.4 - Exposure to flooding risk in terms of the estimated percent of residential 
area and people affected by flooding 
 
It can be noted that the percentages of people affected to flooding for Dar 
es Salaam in correspondence to τ50 and τ16 varies in the interval [1.48%, 22.91%] 
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of the total Dar es Salaam population. This15 can interpreted as the 50th and 84th 
percentiles of the number of people (in the residential areas) affected to 
flooding.  
 
% of City τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
People 3.85% 22.91% 3.93% 5.54% 1.48% 
Table 6.5 - Exposure to flooding risk in terms of the estimated percent of residential 
people affected by flooding respect to the entire city population 
 
Discussion: The pie chart shown in Figure 6.9 below illustrates the 
percentage break-down of the residential hot spots areal extent (corresponding 
to τML equal to 19.53) in terms of different residential sub-classes; namely, a) 
condominium/multi-storey, b) single storey stone/concrete and c) mud/wood 
construction, d) scattered settlement and e) mixed residential. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 - Breakdown of the residential hot-spot in terms of flood prone residential 
area and people affected by flooding in the residential area. 
 
It can be observed that around 66% of the population in the flood prone 
residential area lives in residential types labeled as mixed. This residential type 
constitutes around 31% of the flood-prone residential buildings. On the other 
                                                     
 
15 If the process of calculating the number of affected people is strictly monotonic, the 
percentiles of threshold value would be translated directly into the same percentiles 
for the estimated number of people. 
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hand, around 50% of the flood-prone buildings belong to the scattered 
settlements category which have house around 13% of the flood-prone 
population. 
 
The major road corridors UMT: The UMT class "major road corridors" 
covers about 0.5% of the whole city surface. Below in Figure 6.10 - , the 
delineated urban road corridor hotspots (the red zones) are shown for different 
estimates of TWI threshold.  
 
a)  b)  
c)  d)  
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e)  f)  
Figure 6.10 - The urban corridor hot spots for flooding delineated for different TWI 
thresholds: a) residential area, b)16th percentile, c) τ−ML, d)maximum likelihood,       
e) 50th percentile, f) τ+ML. 
 
Table 6.6 below reports the percentage of roads affected by flooding 
(estimated as the extent of red hot spots illustrated in Figure 6.10 normalized 
by total urban corridors area) for different estimates of the TWI threshold. 
 
% of Urban τML τ16 τ50 τ−ML τ+ML 
Corridors 
Area 3.80% 29.81% 3.93% 5.87% 1.54% 
Table 6.6 - Exposure assessment in terms of urban corridors 
 
It can be observed that around 66% of the population in the flood prone 
residential area lives in residential types labeled as mixed. This residential type 
constitutes around 31% of the flood-prone residential buildings. On the other 
hand, around 50% of the flood-prone buildings belong to the scattered 
settlements category that hosts around 13% of the flood-prone population. 
 
6.1.3. Summary and remarks on meso-scale flood risk assessment 
Urban flood hot spots for residential buildings and urban corridors 
(major roads) are delineated by overlaying three GIS-based datasets, namely, 
the topographic wetness index (TWI), the urban morphology types (UMT), and 
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the population density. The flood prone areas based on the TWI method are 
identified by delineating the areas distinguished with a TWI larger than a 
certain threshold. This threshold can be calibrated based on available 
information, such as inundation profiles calculated for a certain area within the 
basin. A probabilistic GIS-based method is used for calculating the maximum 
likelihood estimate and the 16th and 50th percentiles for the TWI threshold 
based on available inundation profiles. Bayesian parameter estimation is used 
to evaluate the threshold based on inundation profiles calculated for more than 
one area within the basin. The flood prone areas delineated for various 
threshold statistics (e.g. ML, 16th percentile) are then overlaid with the UMT 
units identified as residential and major road corridors in order to identify the 
urban hot spots and the areal extent of the UMT units affected by flooding. 
Integrating the population density geo-spatial dataset as a third layer, leads to 
estimation of the number of people affected by flooding16.  
 
This methodology is applied to delineate urban hotspots for flooding for 
the cities of Addis Ababa and Dar es Salaam. The resulting likelihood function 
for the TWI threshold reveals an interval in which it reaches its maximum 
value and remains more-or-less invariable -- referred to as the 99% maximum 
likelihood interval. The maximum likelihood estimate seems to be insensitive 
to the return period corresponding to the inundation profile used for 
calibrating the TWI. In other words, for the case of Little Akaki in Addis and 
Suna in Dar, the spatial extent of the inundation profiles does not change much 
as a function of the return period. On the other hand, the inundation heights 
are quite sensitive to the return period. Incorporating the inundation profiles 
calculated for two different zones seems not to affect the maximum likelihood 
estimate significantly, although it leads to wider 99% maximum likelihood 
intervals. Differences in exposure characteristics have been assessed for a 
                                                     
 
16 It should be noted that the meso-scale calculations do not take into account the 
spatial correlations in flooding propagation. Therefore, the estimated number of 
affected people is more strictly the estimated number of people who live in potentially 
flood prone residential areas. 
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range of different residential types.  
In particular, referring to Addis Ababa, it can be seen that the mainly 
mud and wood construction category comprises around half (50%) of the total 
land area associated with residential buildings that are located in the flood 
prone areas in Addis. A disproportionate amount of the population – around 
two-thirds (67%) - is estimated to live within these areas of flood-prone mud 
and wood dwellings The overall impact of flooding in these zones is likely to 
be disproportionately large as a result of the susceptibility to damage of the 
building stock and the likelihood that inhabitants have high social 
vulnerability, e.g. in terms of available resources to cope with floods. It is 
estimated that between around 1.7% (50th percentile) and 12.5% (16th 
percentile) of the total population of Addis may be affected by flooding. 
Further, between 3.4% (50th percentile) and 24.4% (16th percentile) of the total 
area of major urban roads is estimated to be affected by flooding which is 
likely to affect response and recovery activity and the everyday activities of all 
in the city, whether directly impacted or not. In acting on these results, it is 
important to emphasize that uncertainty in the TWI threshold leads to 
considerable difference in the estimated areal extent of affected areas and 
consequently the exposure to flooding. The probabilistic methodology 
presented in this paper can be used also to estimate the TWI threshold based 
on maps of flood prone areas based on previous flooding events.  
 
Arguably, urban hot spot identification can be considered as one of the 
fundamental initial steps in strategic urban planning, helping to establish 
zones of high hazard-exposure and through combination with other data, such 
as UMT maps and other demographic geo-spatial datasets, identify those 
zones which are also likely to see disproportionate impacts due to the 
characteristics of local neighborhoods. In addition to forming the basis of 
current and retrospective assessments, this information can also be used in 
order to predict future urban trends and development scenarios. 
It would be interesting to explore the possibility of further developing 
the presented methodology for the identification of the urban hot spots in 
order to take into account: (a) spatial variation of flooding hazard within the 
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flood prone areas; (b) variation of vulnerability within residential UMT spatial 
units. 
 
6.2 Micro-scale flood risk assessment 
Micro-scale flood risk assessment can be summarized in a single 
equation (Eq. (6.1)), where λLS denotes the risk expressed as the mean annual 
rate of exceedance of a given limit state (LS). The limit state refers to a 
threshold (e.g., critical water height hf,c, critical velocity vf,c) for a structure, 
beyond which, it no longer fulfills a specified functionality. λ(hf) denotes the 
mean annual rate of exceedance of a given flooding height hf at a given point in 
the considered area. P(LS|hf) denotes the flooding fragility for limit state LS 
expressed in term of the probability of exceeding the limit state threshold.  
( ) ( )|
f
LS f f f
h
P LS h d h dhλ λ= ⋅ ⋅∫  (6.1) 
It should be noted that the flooding fragility embodies both the 
uncertainties in mechanical material properties and the building-to-building 
variability in features relevant to flooding. The risk λLS is calculated in terms of 
the mean annual frequency of exceeding the limit state LS for each node of the 
lattice covering the zone of interest by integrating fragility P(LS|hf) and the 
(absolute value of) hazard increment |dλ(hf)| over all possible values of 
flooding height. The mean annual frequency of exceeding the limit state λLS is 
later transformed into the annual probability of exceeding the limit state 
assuming a homogenous Poisson process as a model for occurrence of limit-
state-inducing events. 
In this thesis, as shown in Chapter 3, the limit state threshold is specified 
based on the critical flood height. That is, the limit state threshold can be 
defined as the critical water height, beyond which the structure exceeds the 
limit state in question. It is helpful in this context to consider the critical water 
height as a proxy for the structural capacity for the specified limit state. 
It should be noted that Eq. (6.1) manages to divide the flood risk 
assessment procedure in two main modules, namely, the hazard assessment 
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module which leads to the calculation of the mean annual frequency λ(hf) of 
exceeding a given flooding height hf and the vulnerability assessment module 
which leads to the calculation of the flooding fragility curve in terms of the 
probability of exceeding specified limit state P(LS|hf). 
Figure 6.11 demonstrates a flow chart of the proposed procedure for 
micro-scale flood assessment. As it can be seen in the flowchart, historical 
rainfall data is transformed into rainfall probability curves. This information 
together with detailed topography of the area, geology maps and land-use 
maps are then used in order to evaluate the basin hydrograph and to develop 
the flooding hazard maps (i.e., inundation scenarios for various return 
periods). The vulnerability of the portfolio of structures (e.g., informal 
settlements) is then evaluated in terms of fragility functions for a specific limit 
state, based on orthophotos of the area, sample in-situ building survey and 
laboratory tests for mechanical material properties. Finally, the flooding risk 
map is obtained by integrating the flooding hazard map and the fragility 
functions.  
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Figure 6.11 - Flow-chart representation of the micro-scale flood risk assessment 
methodology (special application to a portfolio of informal settlements). 
 
As it can be observed, the proposed methodology integrates climate 
modeling, hydrographic basin modeling and structural fragility modeling in 
order to generate the risk map for the zone of interest. 
 
6.2.1. Risk assessment 
Point estimates of the flooding risk can be obtained by integrating the 
robust fragility for the class of structures and the flood hazard in Eq. (6.1). In 
this case, the flooding risk is expressed in terms of the mean rate of exceeding 
the structural limit state (i.e., exceeding the critical flooding height 
corresponding to the limit state in question) for a given point. The annual 
probability of exceeding a limit state P(LS), assuming a homogeneous Poisson 
process model with rate λLS, can be calculated as: 
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( ) ( )1 exp LSP LS λ= − −  (6.2) 
The exposure to risk can be quantified by calculating the total expected 
loss or the expected number of people affected for the portfolio of buildings. 
 
6.2.2. Expected loss 
The expected repair costs17 (per building or per unit residential area), 
[ ]E R , can be calculated as a function of the limit state probabilities and by 
defining the damage state i as the structural state between limit states i and i+1: 
[ ] ( ) ( )1
1
LSN
i i i
i
E R P LS P LS R+
=
 = − ⋅ ∑  (6.3) 
where NLS is the number limit states that are used in the problem in order 
to discretize the structural damage; Ri is the repair cost corresponding to 
damage state i; and ( )1 0LSNP LS + = .  
 
6.2.3. Expected number of people affected 
The expected number of people affected by flooding  can also be 
estimated as a function of the limit state probabilities from Eq. (6.3) replacing 
Ri by the population density (per house or per unit residential area).  
 
6.2.4. The case of Suna in Dar es Salaam 
The proposed methodology for micro-scale flood risk assessment is 
applied to a portfolio of informal settlements in Suna sub-ward, Dar es Salaam 
(see Chapters 3 and 5). The rain-fall curves (IDF curves, see Chapter 3) are 
obtained based on both historical precipitation data and also down-scaled 
climate projections for a given scenario (RCP8.5). The vulnerability of the 
selected portfolio of informal buildings in Suna is represented by the robust 
fragility curves (16th, 50th and 84th percentiles) calculated in the previous 
                                                     
 
17 It should be mentioned that, in principle, the expected loss should also take into account the contribution 
of the costs related to the down-time, end of life and maintenance. 
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chapter. These fragility curves are calculated based on 20 Monte Carlo 
extractions (estimating the probabilities by simulating from their distributions, 
see Chapter 5 for detailed explanation). Figure 6.12 superimposes the robust 
fragility curves (life safety, SL) with the flooding hazard curves calculated at 
the centroid of each building considered --considering historical rainfall data.  
 
 
Figure 6.12 - Superposition of robust fragility curves and flooding hazard curves 
(SL, historical data) 
Finally the flooding risk can be calculated by integrating the fragility and 
the hazard as stated in Eq. (6.1). The risk evaluated in terms of mean annual 
rate of exceeding the life safety limit state for the case study area is reported in 
Figure 6.13.  
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Figure 6.13 - The mean annual rate of exceeding the life safety limit state, Suna 
Subward (historical rainfall data) 
 
It can be observed that many structures have a annual frequency of 
exceeding the critical flood height larger than one. This indicates that on 
average, assuming that the structure is going to be reconstructed each time that 
it is collapsed, the structure is going to collapse more than once a year due to 
flooding. This is consistent with the high flooding values expected, as showed 
in Figure 3.12 in Chapter 3. For example, the flooding height corresponding to 
a return period of 2 years is around 2.5 meters. The annual probability of 
exceeding the life safety limit state is calculated from Eq. (6.2) and plotted in 
Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14 - Annual probability of exceeding the critical flooding height for Suna 
sub-ward (historical rainfall data).  
Finally, the total annual expected replacement costs is calculated from 
Eq. (6.3) summed up over all the buildings within the portfolio of structures --
considering only the life safety limit state. In this case, the repair cost per unit 
area corresponding to the life safety limit state is assumed to be equal to the 
replacement/reconstruction costs of 5$/m2. The total area of the buildings 
within the portfolio is already calculated through the ortho-photo boundary-
recognition. The total annual expected replacement cost normalized by the 
total cost of reconstruction of the entire portfolio is equal to 35%.  
 
Figure 6.15 - Expected number of people affected by flooding  in a year 
corresponding to a) Fragility-σ b) Fragility and c) Fragility+σ. 
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Figure 6.16 - Expected annual replacement costs per building relative to a) Fragility-
σ b) Fragility and c) Fragility+σ (Suna Subward, historical rainfall data). 
 
Assuming a population density of 0.03 per unit area, the expected 
number of people endangered by flooding in one year is calculated to be 227 
over 658, this is equal to 35% of the total estimated number of people living in 
the case-study area. In Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, the results in terms of 
expect number of people endangered and expected replacement costs are 
shown, respectively, considering the uncertainties in the fragility assessment. 
Neglecting other sources of uncertainties (e.g., the modeling uncertainties 
related to hazard estimation, the uncertainties in estimating the exposure), the 
expected replacement costs are estimated be variable between 33% 
(corresponding to fragility - σ) to 36% (corresponding to fragility + σ) of the 
total exposure in the interested area. 
 
Using climate projections instead of historical data (for calculating IDF 
curves, hazard curves in Figure 3.6), exposure to flooding estimated by the 
(normalized) expected replacement costs changes from 35% to 30%. This 
indicates an overall decrease in flooding risk for Suna Subward based on 
climate projections. However, it should be emphasized that these results do 
not take into the future change in land-use as a result of rapid urbanization. 
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Chapter 7  
VISK: A GIS-COMPATIBLE PLATFORM FOR 
MICRO-SCALE ASSESSMENT OF FLOODING 
RISK IN URBAN AREAS   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation of the vulnerability of buildings in urban areas to flooding is 
a fundamental step in flooding risk mitigation. In this chapter, a new GIS-
compatible computer platform and matlab-based graphical user interface is 
presented: VISK, "Visual Vulnerability & Risk", flooding module. This 
platform performs detailed (micro-scale) flood risk assessment for building 
stock with more-or-less similar characteristics. The GIS compatibility allows 
for graphical processing of both input and output to the program, providing 
an efficient visualization of flooding risk. At the core of the this platform lies 
the comprehensive probability-based algorithm for the assessment of the 
vulnerability of a class of buildings to flooding, already defined in Chapter 5. 
This Bayesian algorithm is based on assigning prescribed analytic uni- and bi-
modal probability distributions for characterizing the flooding structural 
fragility functions. This allows for efficient evaluation of structural fragility 
based on a small number of (around 20-50) Monte Carlo simulations. The 
fragility calculations are performed on a bi-dimensional finite-element 
structural model considering the openings (door and windows) constructed 
using open-source software Opensees. The uncertain structural modeling 
parameters are characterized through, orthophoto recognition, sample in-situ 
building survey, laboratory test results for material mechanical properties and 
literature survey. Finally, the risk map is generated by integrating the flooding 
hazard and fragility taking into account additional information on the 
exposure (e.g., repair costs, population density, etc.). The results can be 
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visualized both in a detailed building-to-building scale (of potential interest to 
single house-holds) or as overall estimates for the entire area (of interest to 
policy makers). 
 
7.1 Introduction to framework 
Delineation of flood prone areas and the evaluation of the vulnerability 
of buildings in the urban areas to flooding are fundamental steps in taking 
adaptive measures for flooding risk. This demands cross-cutting scientific and 
technical support from different disciplines, such as but not limited to, climate 
modeling, hydraulic engineering, structural engineering, risk modeling and 
urban policy making. In recent years, increasing attention is focused on 
flooding risk assessment, just think to HAZUS [1, 2], that defines a general 
methodological approach to flood risk assessment.  
In this context, development of tools that allows for quantifying flooding 
risk efficiently and with sufficient accuracy is essential. These methods serve as 
technical support to the stakeholders and policy makers, for flood risk 
mitigation, emergency preparedness, response and recovery, both in short- 
and long-term. 
In this work, a new software tool for flood risk assessment for individual 
buildings is presented. VISK, acronym of Visual Vulnerability and Risk 
(Flooding), is a GIS-compatible platform that performs micro-scale flood risk 
assessment for buildings located in homogenous (i.e., characterized as a single 
class of buildings) urban areas. Figure 7.1 below demonstrates the graphical 
user interface for VISK.  
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Figure 7.1 - The graphical user interface of VISK 
 
The main parts of the graphical user interface for VISK are: (1) the central 
display panel in which the orthophoto of the case study area is demonstrated. 
The orthophoto can be overlaid on the spatial polygons representing buildings' 
foot-prints (i.e., a GIS shape file) and the flooding height/velocity profile for a 
prescribed return period; (2) the orthophoto input panel where an orthophoto 
of the case-study area can be up-loaded; (3) the flood profile panel where a 
lattice of nodes containing maximum flood depth and velocity pairs for each 
node for a given return period can be up-loaded; (4) building shape panel 
where the GIS shape file of the buildings' spatial boundary can be up-loaded; 
(5) a panel for miscellaneous information in which data such as spatial 
delineation of administrative boundaries can be up-loaded; (6) a panel for the 
acquisition of data regarding buildings' spatial foot-prints, where in lieu of 
shape files, for each building, the spatial foot-print can be specified manually 
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and processed by the program; (6) a digital survey sheet where the results of 
building-specific field survey can be specified. This digital panel is matched 
with a building-specific survey sheet; (7) a structural analysis panel where a 
specified number of structural model realizations are generated and analyzed 
based on the data provided by the digital survey sheet; (8) a fragility 
assessment panel where the fragility curves for a specified limit state are 
derived based on the results of the simulations performed in the structural 
analysis panel. This panel also envisions up-loading of user-defined fragility 
curves; (9) risk map generation panel where risk maps are plotted for various 
risk metrics such as the frequency of exceeding a given limit state, expected 
repair/replacement costs, etc; (10) a progress panel which visualizes the 
progress of the program. In the following, various functionalities of VISK are 
discussed in detail. in order to render the description more accessible, each 
section is accompanied by a numerical example. 
 
Background: VISK is created inside the European FP7 project CLUVA: 
Climate change and urban vulnerability in Africa. The original idea was to 
create a tool for vulnerability assessment of informal settlements in Africa. The 
problem of vulnerability assessment for a portfolio of "informal" and non-
engineered buildings is particularly challenging due to many aspects such as 
lack of complete information and poor construction details. In fact, the core 
vulnerability assessment methodology created for VISK is organized in a 
manner so that various sources of uncertainty can be taken into account, with 
particular attention to structural detailing and water-tightness. Moreover, due 
to lack of precise survey data, the software uses sample surveys as a basis and 
constructs probability distributions for the probability of observing/not 
observing certain structural details in a given building in a Bayesian 
framework. The idea of constructing a probability distribution for a probability 
may seem unintuitive; however, it relays precious information about the 
quantity of data/survey results used for calculating it. Needless to say, VISK 
as a visual interface and platform for vulnerability and risk assessment is 
applicable not only to the non-engineered structures in an African context but 
also to other structural typologies in alternative contexts. 
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7.2 Input data 
The input data required by platform VISK are: orthophoto of the case-
study area, spatial foot-print of the buildings, flooding height/velocity profiles 
for prescribed return periods and the uncertainties in structural modeling 
parameters related to both material mechanical properties, construction details 
and geometry (in the form of probability distributions). In this section, each 
input category is described in more detail. 
 
7.2.1. Orthophoto and footprint of the buildings 
The orthophoto of the case-study area needs to have the following 
characteristics: at least 300 dpi of resolution, aspect ratio of about one, 
georeferenced in a specific coordinate system (eg. UTM,WGS 1984) that 
remains the same for all the other input (i.e. flood hazard maps, buildings 
shape). As far as it regards the spatial foot-print of the buildings to be 
analyzed, the program accepts a dataset containing the information stored for 
each spatial polygon that defines the building boundary (i.e., a GIS shape file 
format). In case such a spatial dataset is not available, VISK can extract the 
plan dimensions by performing orthophoto boundary recognition guided by 
the user. User's role is to manually define the nodes of the polygon that define 
building's foot print as illustrated in Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2. The user-guided 
boundary recognition operation not only helps in creating a digital database of 
buildings for which risk assessment is later going to be performed but also 
helps in characterizing the building-to-building variability in the dimension of 
the wall which is going to resist the flood action18. 
 
7.2.2. Characterization of uncertainties 
VISK can be used for flooding risk assessment for individual buildings 
located in a homogenous urban area. Therefore, the main function of VISK as a 
                                                     
 
18 Neglecting the effect of internal walls or embedded columns in reducing the "free" 
loading span.  
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software for vulnerability assessment is the assessment of fragility curves for a 
single class of structures. Hopefully, this capability is going to be extended to 
more than one class of structures in the near future. Therefore, the 
uncertainties considered are primarily related to building-to-building 
variability in material properties, geometry and construction details. In the 
previous chapters, the procedure for characterizing these uncertainties was 
described in detail.  
As mentioned in the previous section, orthophoto recognition can be 
used in order to capture the variation of buildings' footprints in the case-study 
area. However, building specific field surveys are needed in order to gain 
better understanding of the geometry and construction details. As far as it 
regards survey-based input requirements for VISK, information on the 
uncertain parameters can be specified in two alternative ways: (1) discrete 
binary uncertain variables based on a logic-tree approach; (2) continuous 
uncertain variables, as already described in Chapter 5.  
 
7.2.3. Hydraulic results and flooding hazard curves 
Inundation profiles calculated for various return periods are one of the 
main input data fed into VISK. The inundation profile is generally expressed in 
terms of flood depth and velocity, for different return periods of the extreme 
precipitation event, for each node within a lattice that cover the entire case 
study area. This information is usually obtained through a general 
hydrologic/hydraulic routine. VISK acquires inundation profiles for various 
return periods, in terms of gridded data set in Arc ASCII grid format, typical 
output file of commercial softwares that develop mono/bi-dimensional 
diffusion models [3, 4].  
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Figure 7.2 - Inundation profiles for a given return period in terms of a)flood depth 
and b) flood velocity [5]  
 
Once the grid dataset of the inundation profiles has been acquired by 
VISK, the software creates an overlay of the inundation profile (for various 
return periods and classified by flooding height and/or velocity) and the 
uploaded orthophoto of the case-study area. 
 
VISK has the capability of extracting flooding hazard curves in terms of 
the mean annual frequency of exceeding (equal to the inverse of return period 
for a homogenous Poisson process) a given flooding height or velocity for a 
given point within the case-study area (e.g., centroid of a given building), 
based on the input grid dataset described in the previous paragraph. This is 
done by a spatial interpolation between the point (identified as G in Figure 3.3) 
and the flood height/velocity values at the nearby nodes of the lattice grid 
containing the point in question. This operation is already described in detail 
in Chapter 3. Moreover, VISK can automatically reproduce the power-law fit 
between flood depth and velocity, obtaining and storing the parameters a and 
b for each building. 
 
Using the above-mentioned capabilities, VISK can generate hazard 
curves for centroid points of all the buildings identified within the case-study 
area as illustrated in Figure 7.3 below. Figure 7.3 (a) and Figure 7.3 (b) 
illustrate the hazard curves for all the building centroid points within a given 
case-study area for flooding height and velocity, respectively. For each 
a) b)
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building centroid, the set of H=[hmax ,vmax] pairs and the power-law relation 
fitted to them are plotted in Figure 7.3 (c). 
 
 
Figure 7.3 - Hazard curves in terms of maximum flood a) height, b) velocity and c) 
relation between flood height and flood velocity. [5] 
 
7.3 Visual vulnerability assessment platform 
Structural vulnerability assessment lies in the core of VISK platform. The 
vulnerability assessment results are represented as the fragility curves, 
expressing the probability of exceeding a prescribed limit state. The software 
envisions various modes for acquiring the necessary input: (a) calculating the 
fragility curves based on the input provided to VISK; (b) creating 
Normal/Lognormal fragility curves based on the first two moments (i.e., mean 
and standard deviation); (c) creating fragility curves based on data uploaded 
by the user from a file; (d) creating step-function fragilities, referred to in the 
program as the Nominal fragilities. The approach (a) is fully explained in 
Chapter 5. 
 
7.3.1. The limit states 
The fragility curves are calculated for three limit states, namely, 
serviceability, structural collapse and life safety. In VISK, limit state thresholds 
are expressed in terms of the critical flooding height. Serviceability is marked 
by the critical water beyond which the normal activities in the household is 
a) b) c)
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going to be interrupted, most probably due to water infiltration. For example, 
for an insufficiently water-tight buildings built on a raised foundation, the 
critical serviceability water height is equal to the height of raised foundation 
above the ground level. For buildings constructed according to flood-resistant 
criteria, the critical water height for limit state of serviceability is taken 
asymptotically equal to the critical height needed for exceeding collapse limit 
state assuming brittle failure modes. Collapse limit state is defined as the 
critical flooding height in which the most vulnerable section of the most 
vulnerable wall in the building is going to break. Life Safety limit state defines 
the critical flooding height in which lives of the inhabitants is going to be in 
danger. This can be caused either due to the infiltration of water inside the 
building (with the increasing risk of drowning in water), or the structural 
collapse (defined in the same manner as the critical height for collapse limit 
state). The critical water height for structural collapse is calculated in VISK by 
employing structural analysis taking into account the various sources of 
uncertainties in geometry, material properties and construction details. As far 
as it regards life safety considerations, VISK allows the consideration of 
judgment-based or code-based nominal water height. 
For all the limit states considered within VISK, a simulation-based 
routine is employed in order to propagate the various sources of uncertainties 
described in Chapter 5. VISK employs an efficient simulation-based procedure 
relying on a small number of simulations (e.g., in the order of 50-100).  
Assuming that vector θ consists of all the uncertain parameters 
considered in the problem, simulation i corresponds to the ith realization of 
vector θ. Each θi is sufficient for defining the structural configuration, flood 
action, and material strength values for ith simulation realization. Having this 
information, the critical water height can be calculated for each realization of 
the structural model/action. With reference to the uncertain parameters 
considered by VISK and described in Chapter 5, vector θ is partitioned in two 
sections: θ1 lists the discrete binary uncertain parameters considered; and θ2 is 
related to continuous uncertain parameters. Each simulation realization is 
generated according to the probability distributions for vector θ (at present, 
correlation structure is considered only for the discrete variables defined using 
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logic trees).  
It is important to emphasize that the sampling procedure is going to 
involve both the structural model (configuration and material properties) and 
the flooding action. In particular, the load considered in the structural analysis 
is going to depend on the degree of water-tightness assigned to the structure 
based on the quality of doors and windows. Moreover, the parameters 
identifying the hydro-dynamic pressure profile have been simulated based on 
the variability of velocity profile with respect to the flooding height profile in 
the zone of interest, as demonstrated in detail in the section relative to the 
loading. 
 
7.3.2. The structural analysis 
VISK platform relies on the open-source structural finite element analysis 
software OpenSees [6] for structural analyses. The structural models 
developed herein are consisted of two-dimensional elastic shell finite element 
panels with openings (considered as voids). three types of transversal 
boundary condition restraints are considered: (a) fixed end; (b) hinged; (c) free. 
For example, if a good transversal connection between two orthogonal walls 
are established, wall panel with fixed-end restraints can be used. Based on the 
uncertain parameters related to the geometrical configuration of the buildings, 
four different types of structural models are generated. These models are 
distinguished based on the type, number and relative positioning of openings 
(door and windows). Figure 5.6 illustrates various configurations generated in 
the simulation procedure.  
 
The current version of VISK considers three kinds of flood action on the 
structure: (1) hydrostatic; (2) hydrodynamic pressure; (3) accidental 
waterborne debris impact; (4) material property deterioration (due to 
elongated contact with water). Detailed description of the above-mentioned 
flood actions can be found in [7] and are already described in Chapter 5. As far 
as it regards the flooding pressure, the flooding profile across structural height 
is considered and the resulting forces are discretized to the panel joints. The 
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discretized force on the openings (if they are sealed) is applied to the joints 
located at the opening boundary (neglected if the opening is not sealed). 
 
The critical flooding height for the structure is established through the 
procedure explained in Chapter 5. For each step of incremental loading the 
critical demand-to-capacity ratio is calculated. The different types of failure are 
recorded and are can be shown in VISK. 
 
Figure 11 below shows the histrogram of critical section/mode of failure 
corresponding to hcr for a set of N=200 simulations performed by VISK. The 
red column marked as no collapse identifies the simulations in which, for all 
the water height levels considered, the capacity is always larger than the 
capacity (i.e., critical height for which Y(hcr)=1 is not verified).  
 
 
Figure 7.4 - Histogram of critical section/mode of failure corresponding to hcr for a 
set of N=200 simulations 
 
7.3.3. The analytical fragility curves and robust fragility estimation 
The analytical fragility curves, and their Bayesian updating to obtain the 
robust fragility, are calculated for the three limit states as already discussed if 
Chapter 5.  
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Figure 7.5 below illustrates the robust fragility curves and their 
plus/minus one standard deviation interval, corresponding to the three limit 
states (SE, LS and CO) taken into account into in VISK, based on N=50 Monte 
Carlo simulations. 
 
 
Figure 7.5 - Robust Fragility curves and their plus/minus one standard deviation 
interval (SE), (LS) and (CO), respectively. 
 
7.4 Visual risk assessment platform 
VISK renders point estimates of flooding risk by integrating the robust 
fragility and its plus/minus one standard deviation intervals (F±σF) and the 
flood hazard at a given point in the zone of study, as shown in Eq. (6.1). 
In this case, the flooding risk is λLS(Hc)19 is expressed in terms of the 
mean annual rate of exceeding a prescribed limit state LS (i.e., exceeding the 
critical flooding height corresponding to the limit state in question) for a given 
point. The annual probability of exceeding a limit state P(LS), assuming a 
homogeneous Poisson process model with rate λLS, can be calculated as shown 
in Eq. (6.2). 
Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 illustrates risk maps in terms of mean annual 
rate λLS and annual probability P(LS) of exceeding the collapse limit state.  
 
                                                     
 
19 Hc is dropped hereafter for brevity. 
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Figure 7.6 - Risk maps in terms of mean annual rate of exceeding the collapse limit 
state [5] 
 
 
Figure 7.7 - Risk maps in terms of the annual probability of exceeding the collapse 
limit state [5] 
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7.4.1. Exposure to risk 
VISK estimates the exposure to risk by calculating the total expected 
replacement costs and the expected number of people endangered for all the 
buildings identified in the case-study area, for the single limit state of collapse 
CO. The expected repair cost (per building or per unit residential area), can be 
calculated as a function of the limit state probabilities as shown in Chapter 6. 
 
7.4.2. Numerical example 
Considering a population density of 0.03 per residential square meter 
and a rebuilding cost of 3 € per square meter (for a single limit state, CO), the 
expected replacement cost and the expected number of endangered people is 
calculated from Eq. (6.3) (with NLS=1). Figure 15 and 16 illustrate the expected 
number of casualties and expected replacement cost for the buildings 
considered in the case-study area. 
 
 
Figure 7.8 - The expected number of casualties [5] 
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Figure 7.9 - The expected replacement cost [5] 
 
7.5 Summary and Final Remarks 
VISK is a new software platform with a graphical user interface for 
micro-scale flood risk assessment for a single class of buildings. This software, 
which has been developed in the context of the European FP7 project CLUVA 
for flood vulnerability assessment of informal settlements (“non-engineered” 
buildings), is particularly suitable for risk assessment based on incomplete 
information. This paper has discussed the novel features of VISK. These novel 
features include: using manual ortho-photo boundary recognition in order to 
capture the foot-print of the buildings considered; propagation of several 
sources of uncertainties (e.g., building-to-building variability, incomplete 
knowledge, limited number of surveys, limited number of simulations) in the 
calculation of structural fragility for a class of buildings; considering the 
correlation between discrete binary parameters; using Bayesian parameter 
estimation based on sample field survey results in order to characterize 
uncertainties; calculating the structural fragility using an efficient Bayesian 
small-sample simulation method; an exhaustive iterative procedure for 
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localizing the structural damage in the model structure; considering the 
openings in the model structure; taking into account flood actions such as the 
hydro-static and hydro-dynamic pressure, the debris impact and material 
deterioration due to elongated contact with water, taking into account the 
effect of water-seepage in structural analysis. The fragility curves for the class 
of buildings are calculated for three limit states of serviceability (SE), structural 
collapse (CO), and life safety (LS). Various point-wise risk metrics are adopted 
in VISK for evaluating the flooding risk, the mean annual rate and annual 
probability of exceeding a prescribed limit state, the expected loss, and the 
expected number of people affected by flooding. 
It should be noted that, although VISK is developed for micro-scale flood 
risk assessment of informal settlements, it can be applied to other building 
types in general. As future development, the authors intend to extend the 
capabilities of VISK in order to perform vulnerability assessment for multiple 
classes of structures. 
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Chapter 8  
SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This thesis develops a probability-based procedure for flood risk 
assessment in urban areas with special attention to informal settlements. 
Flooding in urban areas can be classified as reverine and coastal. Riverine 
floods are mainly caused by the overflow of stream channels. Coastal floods 
can result from storm surges, unusually high tides, or tsunamis. Floods can 
also be a result of accidental situations, such as the breaching of a levee or a 
dam. This thesis has focused the attention on the Riverine floods.  
In Chapter 2, the flooding phenomenon is described in detail, identifying 
its main elements: rainfall (IDF) curve, river network, catchment (basin), 
closure point, and hydrograph. Moreover, Chapter 2 lays out the main data 
acquisition requirements/instruments for flood risk assessment for a group of 
buildings. Here are some examples of data requirements on the hazard 
assessment side: historical rainfall data, climate change projections, 
topography (also the wetness topographic index, TWI), soil type, land use. As 
much as it regards the vulnerability and exposure, orthphotos and their by-
products (buildings' footprints, the urban morphology types, UMT), Census 
information, sample field surveys and last but not least, laboratory tests for 
estimating the buildings' mechanical material properties, can be used as data 
resources. 
It is worth noting that the flood risk assessment for informal settlements 
can be quite challenging due to lack of complete information. This thesis 
employs the Bayseian framework for taking into account not only all the 
available information but also the incomplete information and the 
uncertainties. This was done in a GIS-based environment given the necessity to 
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process and handle large amounts of geo-spatial data. 
In Chapter 3 a classical method for the flood hazard assessment at micro-
scale level is described, considering both historical data and climate change 
projections. This procedure produces the inundation profiles for a zone of 
interest given the flooding return period. The inundation profile, reported as 
the flooding heights (and velocities) for various nodes within a lattice covering 
a given area for different return periods, can be obtained by means of classic 
hydraulic routines of various degrees of sophistication and accuracy. The 
calculation of the inundation profiles can be summarized in a step-by-step 
manner as follows: 
1. Definition of the rainfall curves for different return periods (TR) based on 
historic rainfall annual maxima/ down-scaled climate projections. 
2. Acquisition of cartographic information such as, digital elevation model 
(DEM), digital surface model (DSM), the geology map, and a 
representation of land use/land cover, for the zone(s) of interest. 
3. Calculation of the hydrographs for the various return periods associated 
to the rainfall curves. The hydrograph refers to the flow discharge as a 
function of time and constitutes the input for the hydraulic diffusion 
model. The area under the hydrograph is equal to the total discharge 
volume for the basin under study.  
4. Diffusion of the total discharge volume (area under the hydrograph) 
based on the general constitutive equations of continuity and fluid 
dynamics (i.e. one-dimensional or bi-dimensional diffusion models). This 
can be done by means of various software tools. 
 
The inundation profile, obtained through a procedure similar to the one 
described above, is later used in Chapter 4 to delineate the inundated areas, for 
a given return period, as those areas within the zones of interest where the 
inundation height is greater than zero. 
In this chapter (Chapter 3), a new method for point-wise representation 
of flooding hazard is proposed. In particular, the hazard curves (in terms of 
mean annual rate of exceeding a given flood depth) are extracted, for any 
given point within the zone of interest, using the inundation profiles as a basis. 
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Moreover, based on the inundation profiles, a power-law relationship is fitted 
to flooding velocity/height pairs, for any given point within the zone of 
interest. Establishing such relationship between height and velocity, helps in 
transforming a vector-based risk assessment problem (based on the vector of 
height and velocity values) to a scalar risk assessment problem using the 
maximum flooding height as the interface variable (between hazard and 
vulnerability).  
 
The micro-scale flood hazard assessment has been performed for two 
case-study areas/neighborhoods: the Suna Subward, in Dar es Salaam 
(Tanzania) and the sub-city of Little Akaky in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia). It was 
demonstrated that climate change does not affect significantly the city of Dar 
es Salaam; meanwhile, it  severely affects the city of Addis. 
The micro-scale flood hazard assessment procedure described in Chapter 
3 is propaedeutic to the novel developments in this work. In particular, the 
novel methodology proposed in Chapter 4 for meso-scale flood hazard 
assessment, the micro-scale flood vulnerability assessment procedure 
presented in Chapter 5 for a portfolio of informal settlements, and the 
procedure for the assessment of flooding risk in the urban areas, proposed in 
Chapter 6, all rely on flood hazard assessment. 
In Chapter 4, a new procedure for meso-scale flood hazard assessment 
was presented. The potentially flood prone areas based on the TWI method 
were identified by delineating the areas distinguished with a TWI larger than a 
certain threshold. This threshold was calibrated based on available 
information, such as inundation profiles calculated for a certain area within the 
basin or delineated historically flood prone areas, as showed in Chapter 3. A 
probabilistic GIS-based method is used for calculating the maximum 
likelihood estimate and the 16th and 50th percentiles for the TWI threshold 
based on available inundation profiles/historically inundated areas. Bayesian 
parameter estimation was used to evaluate the threshold based on inundation 
profiles calculated for more than one area within the basin. 
The proposed methodology is applied to the case study of Dar es Salaam 
and Addis Ababa. It is demonstrated that the maximum likelihood estimator of 
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TWI thershold is not sensitive to the return period corresponding to the 
inundation profile used for calibrating the TWI. Moreover, in both cases, the 
resulting likelihood function for the TWI threshold reveals an interval in which 
it reaches its maximum value and remains more-or-less invariable referred to 
as the 99% maximum likelihood interval. 
 
It was also demonstrated that the proposed methodology can be used to 
estimate the TWI threshold using information from delineated flooded areas 
based on previous flooding events. In particular the proposed procedure is 
applied to Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), based on available imagery of 
inundated areas for a relatively recent flooding event (2009). It is demonstrated 
that the TWI threshold can be successfully identified based on such 
information. 
 
In Chapter 5, an efficient Bayesian simulation-based procedure for the 
assessment of flood vulnerability for a portfolio of structures is presented. The 
procedure for calculating the robust fragility curves for a class of structures is 
described in a detailed and step-by-step manner. It is also demonstrated that 
the portfolio fragility can be calculated as a weighted average of robust 
fragility curves for the various building classes identified within the portfolio. 
The robust fragility curves for a class of structures are represented as the 
statistics (e.g., various percentiles) of the plausible fragility curves inferred 
based on simulation of the various sources of uncertainty. The confidence 
interval  reported by the robust fragility curves reflects the uncertainty due to 
limited number of simulations.  
 
A set of three limit states is adopted based on a comprehensive 
description of flooding damage buildings. The limit states are: serviceability 
(SE), life safety (LS) and structural collapse (CO). For each limit state 
considered, the simulation procedure provides a set of critical water height 
values. These critical water height values are used then as data in order to 
calculate, using Bayesian parameter estimation, the posterior probability 
distribution for the parameters of prescribed analytic fragility functions. 
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Finally, the robust fragility is calculated as the expected fragility based on the 
posterior probability distribution calculated for the parameters of the 
prescribed analytic fragility functions. Note that this posterior probability 
distribution can be interpreted as the degree of belief in the analytic fragility 
model defined based on a specific set of parameters. 
 
This simulation-based method relies on a detailed structural analysis 
procedure. Here are some of the salient aspects of the structural analysis 
procedure: structural modeling (e.g., modeling the openings, different type of 
boundary restraints, etc.) and loading (hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, accidental 
debris impact and material degradation). 
  
A complete application of the portfolio vulnerability assessment 
procedure is demonstrated for a portion of the informal settlements located in 
the Suna subward, in Dar es Salaam. The resulting robust fragility curves are 
obtained based on, alternative extraction procedures, alternative boundary 
conditions, number of extractions, and the flood loading combinations. It is 
demonstrated that the results obtained with a large number of extractions (i.e. 
200) are well contained in the confidence interval created by the robust 
fragility curves based on a small number of extractions (i.e. 20 and 50).  
 
In Chapter 6, coherent with division of work in meso- and micro-scale, 
two alternative methodologies for flood risk assessment are presented. As far 
as it concerns the meso-scale assessment, urban flooding hot-spot for 
residential buildings and urban corridors (major roads) are delineated by 
overlaying three GIS-based datasets, namely, the topographic wetness index 
(TWI), the urban morphology types (UMT), and the population density. The 
flood prone areas delineated for various threshold statistics (e.g. ML, 16th 
percentile) are then overlaid with the UMT units identified as residential and 
major road corridors in order to identify the urban hot spot and the extent of 
the UMT units affected by flooding. Integrating the population density geo-
spatial dataset as a third layer, leads to estimation of the number of people 
affected by flooding.  
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This methodology leads to evaluation of the potential flooding exposure 
of the urban area in consideration. In this thesis, the meso-scale flood risk 
assessment metodology is applied to the case study cities of Addis Ababa and 
Dar es Salaam. Arguably, urban hot spot identification can be considered as 
one of the fundamental initial steps in strategic urban planning, helping to 
establish zones of high exposure.. In addition to forming a basis for 
retrospective and pre-emptive urban planning, this information can be used in 
order to predict future urban trends and development scenarios. 
 
It is also interesting to explore the possibility of further development the 
presented methodology for the identification of the urban hot spots in order to 
take into account: (a) spatial variation of flooding hazard within the flood 
prone areas; (b) variation of vulnerability within residential UMT spatial units. 
 
Regarding to the micro-scale flood risk assessment, an integrated 
modular approach to flood risk assessment for structures in a portfolio of 
buildings is proposed. It integrates the climate modeling, hydrographic basin 
modeling and structural fragility modeling in order to generate point-wise risk 
maps for the zone of interest. The flooding risk is expressed as the annual 
probability of exceeding the structural limit state of interest and it is obtained 
by integrating the flooding hazard and fragility curves over the entire range of 
possible flooding heights. The total expected repair costs and the expected 
number of people affected by flooding can also be calculated based on the 
annual limit state probabilities.  
 
An application to the Suna subward of Dar es Salaam illustrates the 
methodology. The case-study assessment is focused on the limit state of life 
safety which is defined as an ultimate state in the structure when the life of its 
inhabitants is in danger. It should be noted that the quantitative and novel 
approach presented in this thesis specifically for micro-scale flood risk 
assessment of informal settlements, is general with respect to the building 
classes considered. It can be extended to make vulnerability (and risk) 
assessments for a portfolio of buildings consisting of various classes of 
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structures. 
 
In Chapter 7, a new software platform is developed that mirrors the 
micro-scale flood risk assessment procedure. VISK is a new software platform 
with a graphical user interface for micro-scale flood risk assessment for a 
single class of buildings. This software is particularly suitable for risk 
assessment based on incomplete information. This chapter discusses the main 
features of VISK. These features include: using manual orthophoto boundary 
recognition in order to capture the foot-print of the buildings considered; 
propagation of several sources of uncertainties (e.g., building-to-building 
variability, incomplete knowledge, limited number of surveys, limited number 
of simulations) in the calculation of structural fragility for a class of buildings; 
considering the correlation between discrete uncertain binary parameters; 
using Bayesian parameter estimation based on sample field survey results in 
order to characterize uncertainties; calculating the structural fragility using an 
efficient Bayesian small-sample simulation method; an exhaustive iterative 
procedure for localizing the structural damage in the model structure; 
considering the openings in the model structure; taking into account flood 
actions such as the hydro-static and hydro-dynamic pressure, the debris 
impact and material deterioration due to elongated contact with water, taking 
into account the effect of water-seepage in structural analysis. The robust 
fragility curves for the class of buildings are calculated for three limit states of 
serviceability (SE), structural collapse (CO), and life safety (LS). Various point-
wise risk metrics are adopted in VISK for evaluating the flooding risk, namely, 
mean annual rate and annual probability of exceeding a prescribed limit state, 
expected loss, and expected number of people affected by flooding. 
 
It should be noted that, although VISK is developed for micro-scale flood 
risk assessment of informal settlements, it could be applied to other building 
types in general. 
 
As a perspective into future developments, various possible directions  
can be laid out. In the first place, it is interesting to note that the bi-scale flood 
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assessment procedure developed herein, has significant potentials for being 
integrated into a unique procedure. For example, the portfolio vulnerability 
assessment procedure be applied also at the meso-scale, based on the meso-
scale delineation of urban hot spots and the class fragilities developed at the 
micro-scale. Therefore, a possible interesting future direction is that of 
developing an integrated probability-based multi-scale framework for the 
urban flood risk assessment. Clearly, this entails the application of fragility 
assessment methodology beyond the case of informal settlements. 
 
Another possible future direction is to further enrich the procedure by 
considering also the observed levels of flooding damage (i.e., the damage 
states). In the modular risk framework employed herein, this involves defining 
and integrating also the fragility/vulnerability curves that map the 
(quantified) structural performance to observed flooding damage states. 
 
Needless to say, VISK is going to evolve continuously, following the 
future progress in flood risk assessment procedure. In particular, major 
developments are envisioned with regard to: a) extending the fragility 
calculations in order to consider than one typology/class of structural system; 
b) embedding a hydraulic calculation routine in the platform; and c) including 
the meso-scale risk assessment procedure. 
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Appendix A 
THE SAMPLE FILED SURVEY SHEET 
 
A typical survey sheet that filled during the phase of data acquisition in the 
field, Suna sub-ward, Dar Es Salaam. 
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